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Terrace to get full 
community law office 
• It appears that Terrace Will 
soon have a fully-staffed Com- 
munity Law Office. Last wee~ 
the B.C. Attorney General and 
the Legal Services Society an- 
nounced a special grant of $1 
million to be split among three 
B.C. communities, and Terrace 
is one of them. 
For the past year legal aidin 
Terrace has been delivered by 
Contract through the Kermode 
Friendship Society. Both the Le- 
gal :Services Society and Ker- 
mode have been lobbying 
strongly for an expansion o f  
services here. 
Kermode representative Sarah 
Bevan said her group will meet 
with Legal Services people today 
in order to begin a complete 
reorganization f the board that • 
will reflect its expanded func- 
tions. "We'll have a better idea 
of.what is expected of us after 
the meeting," Bevan said. "We 
have a draft constitution, and 
the board will determine the 
structure of the service." 
Bevan also confirmed that 
Kermode will undertake a new 
legal aid function announced by 
Attorney General Bud Smith 
Nov, 15: family law related tO 
child custody matters. Smith 
said the extension of legal a id  
services in this direction comple- 
ments the ministry's thrust to- 
ward enforcing maintenance or-
ders. 
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Members o! the Terrace Centennial Lions braved cold winds to lay Some ex- 
treme heat on about 430 crabs last Saturday. The crab sale is a periodic fund- 
.,..,,-~ralslngevent the energetic service club uses to get money,,for a.wldevarletyof 
local projects. The cooks for this crab feast were Ken McDames, Wilfred 
Mackenzie and Tom McColgan. 
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Council open to 
ideas on Christy 
Park clubhouse 
Best-ever volleyball team 
Caledonia Kermode boys and Smithers girls 
provided our zone with the best showing ever 
for B.C. volleyball championships onthe week- 
-end. 
Smithers won their 12-team girls' single 'A' 
B.C, title with an undefeated record at Kelow,a 
.Saturday night. Smithers, ranked number one 
, m B.C., stood up thetr standing bY beating 
Winfield in three-straight matches in the final. 
valuable player. 
Kermode boys placed second in the double 
'AA '  finals at Clearbrook. After beating top- 
ranked K.L.O. of Kelowna in the semi-finals, 
they lost in three sets to Mount Douglas of Vic- 
toria in the title series. Bruce Neid and Garnet 
Hidber won all-star awards. 
Complete details will be pubfished in next 
Susie Taylor was named the tournament's most week's Terrace Review. 
TERRACE -- Following a rec- 
ommendation of the Advisory 
Parks and Recreation Commit- 
tee, city council has passed a 
resolution which will at long last 
allow a service building at Chris- 
ty Park. The building could pro- 
vide space for change rooms, 
washrooms, storage and a 
meeting room, and considera- 
tion for the project is open to 
anyone submitting a proposal. 
The resolution however, will not 
permit he use of a recreational 
lounge licence in the building 
and this may restrict he number 
of proposals. 
At its Nov. 14 regular 
meeting, council approved the 
construction of Phase II of the 
Terrace youth Soccer field 
development. This allows for the 
construction ofanother two soc- 
cer fields, but that resolution 
was conditional on Public 
Works ability to solve a drainage 
problem on the east side of the 
park. This factor could also af- 
fect the rush of building pro. 
posals. 
According to ,superintendent 
of public works Stew Christen- 
sen, the drainage problem is 
related to Howe Creek and may 
not be that easy to fix. Christen- 
sen says that in the distance 
Howe Creek travels the northern 
boundary of the park --  750 
metres -- there is a drop of only 
0.9 metres and because of this 
the creek can't handle runoff 
water in heavy rains. One solu- 
tion; he says, would be to 
replace the creek with culvert in- 
stalled in a straight line through 
the park. 
He says this wouldn't increase 
the slope, but it would help 
because the distance would be 
shortened to 450 metres and the 
flooding problem would be solv- 
ed -- the creek would be under- 
ground and out of sight. This 
solution may not be popular 
with naturalists, he says, but the 
only other solution may be dik- 
ing and this idea has been re- 
jected due to the high cost. It 
appears as though we haven't 
quite reached the end of the 
rocky road to a completed park. 
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i Ditch may be cov( 
TERRACE --  A representative 
o f  iesidents Hying in the 5100 
block Mills Avenue area will be 
invited to a meeting of city coun- 
cil's Planning and Public Works 
Committee to discuss a petition 
signed by nine residenfs com- 
plaining of an open ditch which 
they say is a "potential hazard". 
According to the petition, water 
level'in a ditch on the north side 
of Mills Ave. has at times ex- 
ceeded six feet. This, they say, 
presents a potential danger to 
children in  the area as well as 
residents whose driveways cross 
the ditch, and they want it filled 
in. Also included in the petition 
is a request for  paving the 
western Portion_o f Mills Ave. 
The plight of these residents 
differs from that of 13 others in 
the 4900 block Mills Ave., who 
complained about a portion of 
the same ditch in a petition filed 
last March. The ditch was des- 
Cribed by MillsAve. resident 
Eva Kerby as being "six to 13 
feet deep with nearly vertical 
sides". But the portion of the 
ditch described in their petition 
was not fronted by developed 
private property, and the request 
was placed near the bottom of a 
city priority list, along with a 
number of other, areas of con- 
cerni 
At the time o£ KerbY'S com- 
plaint, alderman Bob Cooper 
said the Mills Ave. problem 
would have to be corrected by a 
two-phase project at an esti- 
mated cost of  $163,600. Taking 
that iinto •consideration, he ex- 
plained that there were several 
other areas of similar concern 
already on- a priorized list, and 
Public Works crews work on 
them as money became 
available. 
When asked about he current 
status of the 4900 block request, 
Superintendan t of Public Works 
Stew Christensen said that it was 
still on the priority list but it 
:/il/ll i / i  .: •i • > i  i , > 
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would be some time before any 
work would begin. In the mean- 
time, in answer to Kerby's 
claims that_ the  ditch .was a 
hazard to school childrenusing a 
path paralleling the ditch, 
Christensen pointed out that the 
ditch is only a few hundred feet 
north of Graham Ave. and this 
is the route parents should re- 
quire their children to use,• 
And as for the most recent 
petition, from residents in the 
5100 block whohave the ditch in 
• their front yards, they:will have 
to wait for the recommendation 
of the Public Works committee. 
If that recommendation : is
favorable, they will then have to 
await the final decision 0fc0un- 
cil. While all this is happening, 
the Public Works Department 
will be preparing estimates to be 
considered in the 1989 budget 
for a Local Improvement Pro- 
gram to install culverts and pave 
the west portion of Mills. 
RCMP step up search 
CRYSTAL I'iOG(., 
IF YOU HAVE AdV INFORMATION , /  
ABOUT HER DEATH DETWEF-- 
88NOV10 
i 
638; 
-1234 
88NOV11 
WEARING: " 
- -  White/Blue Molaon'a Jacket 
-- BlackJeans 
- -  Black Sweatshlrt 
- -  White Runners 
Please Call-- 24hr. RCMP ..C...q.n..f.i..d..e._n.t..i.a..l. Line: , :.  
meeting with fflends. 
In the days following the 
discovery of the body, 
RCMP requested anyone 
who had been .'in the Donut 
Factory that evening to con- 
tact them. Rioux said there 
was some respopse to that re. 
quest, but not as much as 
they ha d hoped. 
Now RCMP are asking 
anyone having information 
that might help them in the 
case to call 638-1234; the in- 
"formation and Identity of 
callers will be held in con- 
fidence. The line goes direct 
iy to the investigating team, 
and it Is active 24 hours a 
day. During periods when 
staff is not available, callers 
can leave messages on a'tape 
recorder. "We're hoping this 
will make people feel more 
f reeto  come forward," 
Rioux said. 
He also confirmed that an 
I III I I 
autopsy •found that the cause 
of death was strangulat!on. 
A forensic team in Van- 
couver is presently conduct- 
ing further investigations 
related to the autopsy find- 
lugs, Rioux added, and the 
investigators are hoping for 
more clues from their 
research. 
There are currently eight 
members from the local 
:detachment and the Prince 
Rupert subdivlsionworking 
on the case, Rloux is in 
charge of the investigation, 
but he noted that he is being 
transferred to another area 
this week. The case will be 
taken over by Sgt. Wayne 
Watson, the officer from 
Prince Rupert who is heading 
the investigation into the 
shooting death of Pldmp 
Fraser, whose body was 
found near Stewart in June. 
Terrace RCMP are in. 
tensifying their investigation 
into the killing of a local 
teenager whose body was 
discovered at the Ter- 
raee/Kitimat irport early on 
the morning of Nov. 11. 
Posters with a picture of 
the victim, 16-year-old 
Crystal Hogg, and the 
number of a special direct 
telephone line to the in- 
vestigating staff have been 
posted in prominent loca- 
tions throughout Terrace. 
• Crystal Hogg was last seen 
at 9 p.m. Nov. 10 in the 
Donut Factory on Lakelse 
Ave. Cpl. Mel Rioux, head 
of the General Investigation 
Section for the local detach- 
ment and the officer in 
charge of the case, said she 
was seen often In the donut 
shop, sometimes spending 
the entire evening there 
• J i l l  i II I 
Residents on the west end of Mills Avenue may not have to 
Io0k at this ditch much longer. If a Local Improvement Pro- 
ject is approved by the residents and the city, culverts will 
be Installed and the street will be paved --  making this 
scene a part of our•history. 
Weather report Nov .  21 
Date HI Lo Prec. 
Nov. 21 3 1 13.4 mm mix 
Nov. 22 3 0 .8 mm mix 
Nov. 23 3 - 1 4.6 mm mix 
Nov. 24 0 - 3 .8 cm snow 
Nov. 25 -1  -4  .4cmsnow 
Nov. 26 - 1 - 7 1.0 cm snow 
Nov. 27 4 -3  38.4 mmmlx 
• Nov. 27 
Forecast: Cloudy with 
showers, becoming mild- 
er. Afternoon highs 4, 
overnight lows I to2. 
ARIF~ 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
Mny21June20 
CANCER 
June 21JuJy 22 
LEO 
July 2.~Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Au|.23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 :~. 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITrARIUS 
Nov. 22-1)~. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Ik.c.22Jnn.19 
AQUARIUS 
.Jan.20-Feb.18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
The new moon may provide me pusn, ann you 
hcad...for far .off places to share holiday cheer with 
loved ones. 
Holiday expenses ere not as had as you pictured, 
but you should understand clearly a financial 
arrangement with other people: 
Be receptive to  new friendships and social op- 
portunities. Partnership matters are very much 
onyour mind. 
Working conditions call for putting in overtime. 
Proceed at a steady pace and don't get frazzled 
nerves over it. 
Show genuine interest in the activities of the 
• younger ones. There's a real taleat waiting to be 
discovered. 
Home is the center of much holiday cheer. Family 
entertainment provides a happy atmosphere. 
These are next year's memories. ~ 
A big change in weekend travel pla"s disrupts 
, the status quo, Things work out better than you 
hoped for. 
The economic outlook goes from one extreme to 
i another. A business contact introduces new 
money makingideas. 
The Sun in Sagittarius highlights your drive and 
enthusiasm, and calls for a display of your lead- 
ership qualities. 
Working quietly behind the scenes you manage 
to get caught up on little things--peace of mind, 
atlastl 
Social interests and group connections are high- 
lighted. Direct some peace and goodwill toward 
thosein needofit, 
Business and career interests are promoted with 
the help and guidance of one you meet at a social 
affair. 
/ • 
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• CLAYTON SHULT7.: Ethics 
no danger*to the bottom line. 
In a presentation tO the Ter- 
race and District Chamber of 
Commerce last week, Clayton 
Shultz, president of the Institute 
o f  Chartered Accountants of 
B.C.,, addressed the question, 
-•k ,  
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n nice guys "turn a buck? 
ethical standard is within the 
ability of all business large and 
small without jeopardy to the 
bottom line. A socially responsi- 
ble standard of ethical conduct 
is achievable without damage to 
profitability." 
by Tod Strachan 
pany went bankrupt in 1985, 
and in 1987 the number of 
claims had grown to 300,000 and 
the. $1.45 billion set aside to 
satisfy these claims was expected •
to be insufficient. 
"There should be some mech- 
anism by which the users are 
protected •from these kinds of 
corporate mistakes, or worse," 
says Shultz, "defiberate actions 
Careless of their well-being, safe- 
ty or even their lives. The ques- 
To prove his point, Shultz 
used the A.H. Robbins/Dalkon 
Shield case as an example of 
how things can go wrong. This 
should have-been a profitable 
venture, says Shultz, production 
costs were to be only 25 cents 
and the selling price $4.35. 
Seventeen days after the com- 
pany purchased the rights to the 
Dalkon Shield in 1970, however, 
"Must good ethics mean bad 
business?". Hisanswer--  "An '$4.6 million in 1984, the .com- 
tion is not 'whether', but rather 
'how and Why'." 
According to Shultz, respon- 
sibility has to be shared by 
governments, educators, the 
professions, the press; the courts 
and business. But there are 
problems. Shultz says that B.C. 
39 A.H.-Robbins top executives universities have no plans to 
were warned that the  device make available any course on 
could cause medical problems..,  business ethics, and even if they 
This advice went unheeded. :did, Shultz points out that it 
and as a result, seven of 9,000 may too Httle too late - ethics 
claims against the company were • have to be taught from early 
awarded settlements totalling childhood. 
The courts too, although "at 
Fuel co-tract to Chevron 
After several corrections, Last 
year's Co-op bid was for 20,000 
fewer litres of diesel at a cost of 
$54,788. Although the 1989 con- 
tract would appear to offer more 
for less, this isn't quite true. The 
'1989 tender didn't require the 
addition of the provincial fuel 
tax  - -  a calculation that caused 
confusion for some companies 
last year. 
Therefore, when the provin- 
cial fuel tax of 6.96 cents per 
litre for unleaded gasoline and 
7.4 cents per litre for diesel fuel 
is added to the Chevron bid, the 
real cost to the city will be 
$59,738 - -  about $5,000 more 
than 1988. When you subtract 
the cost of that extra 20,000 
litres of diesel however, an 
amount that the city won't 
release, they could still come out 
ahead. 
P ?~,~ Ter race  
on I 
Annual Chr, stmas 
Arts & CrafttShow 
~ Terrace Public Art Gallery 
: ~~.~ (Located in the Library Basement) 
~ ~ ~  Saturday, December 3 
10:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m. 
~ !  Shopp,ng early/ 
I I I I I I I 
Northwest Academy 
of Performing Arts 
TERRACE - -  On the recom- 
mendation of superintendant o f
public works Stew Christensen, 
city council awarded the 1989 
city fuel contract for 30,000 
litres of unleaded gasoline and 
140,000 litres of diesel fuel to 
Chevron Canada last Monday. 
In this year's bidding, •the win- 
ning Chevron submission for 
$47,290 was followed by the 
~Terrace Co-op for $48,650, 
Petro-Canada Ltd. at $51,310 
and Shell'Canada Products at 
$63,204. No bid was submitted 
by Esso Petroleum. 
Students 
to fast 
Contributed by 
Kannln Osei-Tutu 
Skeena Junior Secondary will 
be holding their third annual 
Starvathon on December 2 and 3 
at the Skeena School. Proceeds 
from this year's event will go to 
the Salvation Army to aid the 
poor and needy families of Ter- 
race over the Christmas holiday. 
The 24-hour Starvathon Will 
commence at 9 a.m. Friday and 
end at 9 a.m. Saturday. 
In 1986, Skeena's efforts 
raised $2,500 which,, when coup: 
led with a donation from the  
provincial government, bought a 
$10,000 incubator for the Van- 
couver Children's Hospital. This 
year, the students of Skeena 
hope to beat these totals. 
Parents are more than 
welcome to drop by and observe 
the activities such as basketball, 
volleyball and computer games, • 
planned for " the starvees. 
Visiting hours will be from 5:30 
p.m. to  7:00 p.m. Friday. 
Because there may be the pos- 
sibility that studentswho are not 
actual particiPants in the Star- 
vathon may attempt o collect 
pledges, the pledge sheets will be 
specifically numbered. 
Students involved in the Star- 
vathon will be seeking the 
generous help of Terrace citizens 
in their .drive to help those less 
• fortunate than themselves. 
• Take lessons in preparation for the 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
Speech, Junior-  Jo Falconer 
Speech, Sen ior -  Sharon Lynch 
Piano and Voice 
Piano Technician-- Jim Banman 
the top of the list of preferred 
arbitrators", are not necessarily 
the best solution when it comes 
to business ethics. Shultz says 
that courts can only deal with an 
issue after a wrong has been 
done, and in additioli, any 
punishment they hand down is 
only directed towards a specific 
incidence - -  not the global prob- 
lem. 
As far as government is con- 
cerned, while Shultz says they 
are "not entirely our choice", 
they may be effective when com- 
pared to the courts. "It's more 
fair," he explains. "All com- 
petitors must comply simul- 
taneously rather than one com- 
pany being singled out from the 
group." And. "the costs of gov- 
ernment compliance are much 
more easi ly  explained to 
shareholders than some uni- 
lateral act of charity." 
But while the government 
does have some existing regula- 
tions, Shultz points to the news 
media as the real watchdog of 
Telephone 638-1183 
IIIII I I l l l l l l l  I I 
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today. Using• examples like 
Watergate and A.H. Robbins, 
Shultz says that "A free and 
responsible press is a greater 
stimulus .to honesty than any 
available alternative," But, he 
points out, "Thepress has to 
play by the same rules as the rest 
of us. Reporting the juicy half of 
a story to sell newspapers is as ir- 
responsible as any other ethical 
lapse. The press has a high duty 
to report what it finds; it has a 
responsibility to report it com- 
pletely and to report it accur- 
ately." 
The ultimate responsibility 
however, says Shultz, belongs to 
business itself - -  and that can be 
a difficult responsibility to 
balance against he interest of 
shareholders --  making a profit. 
On one hand he says, "To ig- 
norantly delegate responsibility 
for ethical conduct o some in- 
stitution outsidebusiness con- 
trol is to invite disaster." While 
• on the other, "There• is no help 
continued on page 22 
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pay $100.00 less than regular price! 
064 ' 
85cc 14.1 lb. 122 cc 19.4 lb. 
Suggested retail $799.95 Suggested retail $909.95 
699, . 809, . ONLY ONLY - 
"21" Bar and chain v~th wrap handle 
. i 
Both are CSA Approved and feature: 
• Exclusive side-access chain tensioning 
• Quickstep inertia Chain brake 
• The Stihl Anti-vibration system 
Better hum//Supplies are limited at participating Stihl dealers. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SA LES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave.,nTerrace Ph. 635.6384 
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  under a cuni t  
The Ministry of Forests is sometimes a tounding. Under frequent 
lashings from the news media, occasionally related topolicy deci- 
sions for which they aren't really responsible, these cwil servants 
just hunker down and keepon working. And when they're doing 
something productive and even moderately exciting, the same news 
media often find out about it by sheer accident. , - 
Such is the case with the Fmh • Forestry Interac.tion Program, 
which we came across by glancing at a bulletin board m the lobby of 
the Terrace Hotel: two days of seminars and workshops involving 
forestry and federal and provincmi f sheries personnel who were 
learning to work in an integrated fashion to preserve fish habitat in 
logging areas. " . . 
The next step was contacting Bob Wilson, the Kalum Forest 
District's ilviculture whizwho occupies an office in the Tillicum 
Building decorated withconifer cones, spruce branches and other 
bits and pieces of forest. After a lengthy and intense search through 
about 30 pounds of guidelines, reports and studies he referred us to 
an office in Victoria. 
The first call was a dud, but the message got around and in the 
course of an afternoon four calls came back, each more informative 
than the one before. These were succeeded by a mailing of draft 
documents summarizing the project. 
The Fish Forest Interaction Program is researching the causes of 
landslides and similar mass movements of the earth and things on 
top of it in logging areas. In this part of the. world a trip down a 
mountain slope almost inevitably leads to a stream that some fish 
call home, and when that trip is taken by tons of mud and debris it's 
an irrevocable viction notice for salmon, trout and whoever else 
happens, to be living at the bottom. 
The FFIP research has been concentrating on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, where the worst slopesmbility, problems , eem to 
occur, since 1981. Now they're ready for Phase II, which will in- 
volve field trials on techniques to cut timber while still leaving the 
ground in place. Draft f'mdings indicate that road building: may be 
as much to blame as the notorious clear cut. The field trials, which 
will include helicopter logging as an :alternative to building roads, 
will take place in the Queen Charlottes~ but the results are going to 
have applications throughout the Northwest. 
This approach stands in cofitrast to political actions in the recent 
election campaign by MP Jim Fulton, who clamored for Fisheries 
Minister Tom Siddon's resignation over failure to prosecute an in- 
stance of fishhabitat destruction. Fulton was fulfilling the opposi- 
tion's watchdog role, but the landslide that blocked Landrick Creek 
occurred years after the area was logged. In their thoughtful and 
dogged way, the Ministry of Forests civil servants are addressing the 
mlderlying cause of these nvironmental wounds'through the FFIP. 
Whether the findings of their research will become policy is quite 
another question, one with a political answer . .  
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Af termath  of the e lect ions:  
some a l te rnate  perspect ives  
Commentary  - -  Jackman 
This week the Terrace Review is pleased to introduce our new col. 
umnist, Bob Jackman. Bob's been around Terrace for many ears, 
having worked in a management position for one of  'the local 
sawmills and more recently as an independent property managment 
and personnel consultant, lie's also served the city as an outspoken 
and thoughtful alderman for four years, and he knows his way 
around this community as well as anyone. 
We're happy to be able to offer our readers his weekly insights 
and observations on our editorial pages -- we're sure you'll enjoy 
them. 
Welcome aboard, Bob. 
As I sit here doing my Bob Mall too. 
Skelly imitation (1986 version), George is chummy with Vic 
many things have crossed my Jolliffe through their w0fl~ on 
mind. As a washed-up the arena hillside and the Ter- 
municipal politician, what else race Beautification Society -- 
is there to do but write for one another radical group. Vic is 
of the local newspapers? Run a the other washed-up municipal 
travel agency? politician I was telling you 
Let's have some fun with the about, and the guy who first 
conspiracy theory that, until introduced the conspiracy 
my idiotic phone call to an op- theory in his column. Vic mov- 
ponent, was the only issue that ed to the Beautification Society 
the voters could ge t upset after a falling out With Youth 
about. Soccer, a devious bunch who 
You will recall that Mr. are in direct competition with 
Cooper, Mr. Laurent and I Mr. Hull's Rugby Club for 
were linked by someone writing facilities at Christy Park. 
a column for one of the local George, of course, is English 
newspapers (I can be kind) to and loves rugby. 
the Chamber of Commerce, a Another fellow with an 
sinister group known for English accent who loves rugby 
human sacrifice and doing is Malcolm Baxter, intrepid 
weird things to small animals, reporter for the newspaper in
This was supposed to estabfish which Vic'scolumn appears. 
the other candidate as a white Malcolm's wife augments his 
knight in the public perception, meager new~paper wage by 
Let's have some fun~ and tie working where? In•George 
our white knight o a few peo- Clark's•travel agency! 
pie. While in England, Malcolm 
First on the llst, and not was actively involved as a 
ashamed to admit it, is another political strategist, and was the 
former municipal politician, writer of the article about the 
George Clark. George was phone call, which the other 
Dave Hull's most visible sup- newspapers in town didn't even 
porter at the polling booths, consider worth mentioning. 
and he has travel agency offices Meanwhile, Dave Hull and 
in the 4600 Block and the Mayor Talstra are both 
Skeena Mall, both of which members of a local service club 
could be affected by the new which meets every week to 
mall and the closure of Ottawa discuss business and politics. I
Street. Dave's wife, Phyllis, had been critical of the 
who signed his nomination Mayor's tand on MK Bay 
, papers, works at the Skeena Marina and.the Pool Expan- 
sion. Did he :perceive me as a 
threat in the 1990 election? 
Wasn'tit he Mayor who said, 
only p~irtlyin jest, when 
nominations closed, that ,~ 
"someone" should call Dave so" 
we could avoid the trouble of 
an election, knowing I'dbite? 
Well, of  course not. Don't be 
ridiculoust 
Is it true? Was there a con- 
spiracy? Well, of course not. 
We're only having fun, remem- 
' her? Don't be ridiculousl 
Speaking of conspiracies, 
what about the conspiracy of 
silence surrounding the Com- 
munity Futures Program? 
We've had 2.5 million dollars 
for two years -- the money was 
supposed to be used to inject 
some economic development in- 
to the Northwest. Have you 
seen anything yet? So far, the 
only• people who seem to have 
benefitted are the Vancouver 
consulting group that did 
CFP's original study. I think 
it's time the people controlling 
the money (CEIC) gave the 
public some answers, don't 
you? How much of the $2.5 
million have they spent, and 
whatdld they spend it on7 
What are they planning to do 
with what's left7 Is there any 
left? 
During the municipal cam- 
paign, Dave Hull was quoted 
as being appalled that some 
streets on the Bench aren't on 
City sewer. Is he ever going to 
hemorrhage when he hears Ad- 
ministration's Bench Subdivi- 
sion Development proposall 
Welcome aboardt 
In other news today, a two, 
headed og was reported 
wandering on Graham Avenue. 
Staff at the other paper are ap- 
cont inued  on page  22  
I I 
Letters to the editor will be considered for publication only when signed." 
Please Include your telephone number. 
The editor reserves the right to condense and edit letters. Opinions 
expressed are not necessarily those Of the Terrace Review. 
° ; . . .  •• 
.¢. 
Robert Moore 
(Canyon City) 
The Same old thing - -  
the land question. Every 
time there is an election 
they say they're going to 
do something. To us it 
means lot a because it 
means education, medi. 
care etc. for our people.• 
• " " '7  • . '  , .  
~,. • . , / . : . . . . . : , , .  
• • ~, . . .~  . , -  :~ 
• ' " ~""  ~ i '  
K'  
Jeffrey Amdt 
The Free Trade legisla- 
tion. Get the debate over 
with. 
Now that the election is over, 
what issues would you like 
to see the government 
address first? 
- ~~ /: i .  ~I : : •~~ 
Laurie Forbes 
Environmental issues. 
The issues are so fun- 
damental and pertinent o 
the survival of the 
species, I hope It doesn't 
take a disaster to bring 
about real action. In our 
area the Khutzeymateen 
is one whose habitat can 
provide a perfect balance 
and consequent!y Will ac- 
commodate more griz- 
zlies per hectare than 
other areas. This means 
to me it should be pro. 
te0ted and given priority 
as a reserve. 
Gord Judzentis 
Sports fishing. 
Brock Waldron 
Tax reform - -  so it is 
equal for all classes. 
S ince  we live in a 
democratic society we 
should all be treated the 
same. I am also con. 
cerned about environmen. 
tal Issues, acid rain etc. 
Hopefully Free Trade will 
open the door to more ef- 
fective negotiation. 
- -  I I 1 I I II . . . .  - 
~.~~.ol'DrrDr'c our community. I have learned Sincerely, 
much while making my con- Gladys Oliver, 
tribhtion. Terrace, B.C. It was a l l  Thankyou. 
Francis Sabine, w( r hwhile Ter race ,  B .C .  Thanks, DQ 
Winners • To the Editor; With regard to the recent i 
I wish to thank all the people To the Editor; ~ Thank You notice printed in 
who supported me in my recent Officers and members of your paper, on behalf of The 
try at re-election to our local Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge Skeena Union Board of Health 
school board. //68 wish to extend their thanks and Skeena Jr. Secondary 
Although I was unsuccessful to all who contributed towards Theatre Arts student, I wish to 
in securing re-election, the making their tea and bazaar held give my apologies to one of our 
tokens of friendship which I re- Saturday, November 5 in the corporate donors who was not 
ceived made it all worthwhile. Odd Fellows Hall a success, acknowledged. 
Special thanks to John, Ella and Winners of the raffle were: I would like to take this op- 
• Wayne for their time and en- Afghan and cushions - -  portunity to say Thank You to 
couragement. Homer Beck. the Dairy Queen, one of our ma- 
I congratulate Eva Daniels on Food hamper - -  Bill Oyger. jor financial contributors. 
her election. Her experience in Elephant --  Mary Schaeffer. Gaff Murray, 
the district should prove useful. Decorated Christmas cake -- Co-ordinator, 
For me, being a school trustee Muriel Michiel. Youth and Alcohol 
was a useful way to contribute to Door prize --  Kaya Downs . . . . . .  . . . .  Awareness Project. 
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Strike Vote results 
to be released today 
The count for a district- 
wide strike vote taken 
Monday by the Terrace 
District Teachers' Associa- 
tion should be complete 
today. 
The strike vote ,was called 
after talks between the TDTA 
and the negotiating committee 
for the board of School District 
88 failed to make headway in 
sessions early last week. 
In a statement issued Nov. 22, 
negotiating committee chairman 
Delbert Morgan said his team 
had finished going through the 
complete TDTA contract pro- 
posal they received Sept. 30 and 
came to the conclusion that they 
would draft a complete package 
response to it. But he added, 
"There is more to their proposal 
than anyone would have antici- 
pated. To be fair, we must ake 
our thoughts back to the 
board." 
A special meeting of the 
board has been called for the 
evening of Dec. 1, with the first 
order of business being the 
swearing in of trustees elected in 
the Nov. 19 civic election. The 
board will then retire to an in- 
camera session to hear the nego- 
tiating team's proposal. 
The next bargaining session is 
scheduled for Dec. 4, and Mor- 
gan says the board team's entire 
package will be put on the table 
then. 
TDTA presiden t Helmut 
Giesbrecht said the strike vote 
reflects dissatisfaction among 
the 309 members of the union 
over what he described as "pain- 
fully slow" progress in arriving 
II I II i I I  
at the newly-formed union's 
first collective agreement with 
the board. He noted that the 
board team has had the TDTA's 
complete •proposal for two 
months ,  and called paid 
negotiator Mary Saunders' in- 
sistance on requiring explana- 
tions of the language in the pro- 
posai "time consuming and 
maybe unnecessary". 
Giesbrecht also questioned 
the schoool district eam's need 
to get approval from the board; 
saying that it could indicate the 
team doesn't really have the 
authority to negotiate. 
,'Things aren't going any 
place, we (the two sides) are still 
far apart," he said. 
The TDTA represents 309 
full-time equivalent teachers in 
the Terrace area, Stewart, Kit- 
wanga and Hazelton. 
Correction 
In a story regarding the 
Northwest Academy of the Per- 
forming Arts published in last 
week's Terrace Review, we re- 
ported that the *academy's 
speech and choral speaki'ng pro- 
gram wig be taught by Jo Col- 
tier. Well, there is no such perk 
son .  
The instructor is in fact J0 
Falconer, the well-known Ter- 
race elementary school teacher 
whose Speech and choral speak- 
ing students have received con- 
si~tently high praise in the 
Paci f ic  Northwest Music 
Festival and other competitions. 
I I I l l  I - 
Frank Donahue 
Mutual Group since 1868 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
6,15'2387 or drop by: 
Men. to Sat. 9:30 to 6:00 
Fri. til 9:00 
the GROUP BENEFIT specialists 
Your  best investment ,  works  for  you I 
Whatpr ice  tag can you put on the innovation 
and experience of your employees? No matter 
how you calculate it, your people are your most 
valuable asset. You can't do business without 
them. 
That's why it's good business to provide group 
benefits that effectively address the changing in- 
surance, health care and retirement income 
needs of today. 
There's more to a benefit than lust the name| 
Not all benefits are alike. Features vary from 
One company's plan to another. Have you com- 
pared your costs for the benefits you provide? 
Does your benefit provide some cost containment 
against the rising cost of health care? We offer 
comparison, implementation and service of a 
number of insurance companies, featuring: flex- 
ibility, performance and plan sponsor control. 
Would you prefer custom, or off the rack? 
We have the team that will analyze your 
needs, adjust to your budget, and shop the 
market; for the program that serves your 
employee's and you best. From 3 to 35 lives, we 
do it better. 
I 
¢ * 
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A night owl's 
sorry plight 
Commentary - -  
"Good morning, Mary Sun- 
shine," the cheerful voice would 
sing out into my dark warm 
room. For years my mother 
would wake me up this way. 
Such a cruel heartless woman. 
• I am not a morning person. I
hate waking up. It physically 
hurts me to get out of bed. And 
it isn't fair that 95 percent of the 
world runs on a busy morning 
schedule. I'm a misfit. The only 
reason I live on the west coast is 
that I couldn't stand to get up 
three hours earlier in the east. 
Is it fair to expect a comatose 
woman to stagger out of bed to 
tend to chattering children? Is it 
fair that most jobs and schools 
start before 9:00 a.m.? Who 
decided that life would be this 
This week 
in local 
schools 
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 2:00 
p.m. to 3:00 p.m. - -  Mrs. Davis' 
and Mrs. Northridge's tudents 
at E.T. Kenney Primary will be 
taking their PE classes to the 
swimming pool. Please insure 
that your child has a swim suit. 
Friday, Dee. 2 - -  First term 
report cards will be issued at 
Skeena Junior Secondary. 
Tuesday, Dec. 6, 7:30 p.m. - -  
The inaugural School Board 
meeting will be held in the 
School District 88 board room in 
Terrace. 
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 1:00 p.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. - -  and 7:00 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m. - -  At Skeena Junior 
Secondary, parent/teacher inter- 
views offer an opportunity for 
parents to meet he teachers and 
discuss their child's progress. 
Students will be dismissed at 
noon. 
Wednesday, Dec. 7 First 
:term report cards will be sent 
home at Uplands Elementary. 
Parents will have an opportunity 
to meet with teachers on Friday, 
Dec, 9 to discuss their child's 
progress. 
Wednesday, Dec. 7 - -  This 
date was scheduled for a Whole 
Language evening at Copper 
Mountain Elementary School. 
However, the event has been 
moved ahead to a new date 
sometime in January. More in- 
formation willbe available when 
a date has been set. 
Wednesday, Dee. 7, 2:00 p.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. - -  Students in Ms. 
Sneddon's and Mrs. Ringuette's 
classes at E.T. Kenney Primary 
~will be visiting the swimming 
ipool for swim lessons. Please 
make sure your child has a towel 
~ and swim suit. 
• Friday, Dee. 9 - -  This is a 
non- ins t ruct iona l  day for 
parent/teacher interviews at 
Uplands Elementary and the 
school will be closed. Parents 
will be contacted to arrange the 
best time for an appointment, 
by Steplianle Wlebe 
way? I certmnly{never voted for 
it - - I  probably s~ept through the 
election. 
Did you know that the corner 
store is open all night, and peo- 
ple actually come ifl to buy 
things at 5:00 and 6:00 a.m.? 
Did you know that you can get a 
dentist appointment for 7:00 
a.m.? Did you knoW that  
"Romper Room" is on TV at 
6:00 a.m.? It's a sick world. 
It's difficult being a "night 
owl" in an "early bird" life. My 
children tend to be early risers, 
and this adjustment period of 10 
years is not going well. Once, I 
grabbed an afternoon ap with 
my two-year-old. She awoke re- 
freshed, while I dozed on. She 
found the Oreo cookies, un- 
twisted each one, ate the creamy 
icing centers, and carefully 
placed the chocolate wafers all 
over my body, as I snored away, 
unconscious. I •don't nap 
anymore. 
We have many "night owl" 
friends. They drop by for an 
evening, and we enjoy their 
company. But if I'm not careful, 
I'll revert to rhy old ways and 
soon the family mornings suffer. 
I may physically wake up, but 
my brain is still in bed. I'll pour 
the Cheerio's into the toaster, 
put the cat in the fridge, and 
stumble into a wall. Fifteen 
minutes later, the children will 
find me leaning against •that 
wall, snoring. They're used to it. 
Night owls are glamorous. 
Early birds are respected and ad- 
mired. But a night owl forced to 
live the life of an early bird is 
just pitiful. If I could get. up ear- 
ly enough, I 'd sue the govern- 
ment of Canada for discrimina- 
tion. I shouldn't have to suffer 
because somebody decided that 
normal poeple will start the day 
with morning. 
But I can't. The courthouse 
opens at 8:00 a.m. 
i nTorma] [ ion  ago  
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
'Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
Phone 
~'~ ~/~-~ 
I l l  I 
~'.~ 
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Terrace Rotary Club president Gerry Martin presented a $700 cheque to Chris: Jennings of 
the Terrace District Council of Scouts at a recent Rotary Club meeting. The money will be 
used to help send Terrace Scouts to a Boy Scouts' Jamboree to be held inPrince Edward 
Island. 
Roadrunners elect new board, 
review year's motorbike events 
The Roadrunners Motorcycle 
Club of Terrace held their an- 
nual general meeting Nov. 7, 
electing a four-member board of 
directors and recapping club ac- 
tivities during the past year. 
Susan Kaulbeck was returned 
for another term as club presi- 
d~fit, ~ Doug Misfeldt was re- 
elected vice president, Andrew 
McCallum was chosen to serve 
as secretary and James Gilham, 
a regional director for the B.C. 
Motorcycle Federation, was se- 
lected as treasurer. 
The club issued a special 
thanks to Murphy and Clark 
optometrists, who made a par- 
tictilarly large donation to the 
annual Ride for Sight June 11. 
Proceeds from the province- 
wide fundraiser go to the Retin- 
itis Pigmentosa foundation, a 
non-profit organization that 
sponsors research into a disease 
that causes visual impairment 
and blindness. 
Thanks were also extended to 
the Inn Of the West for provid- 
ing a collection point during the 
Toy Run Sept. 24. Rider Gary 
McAvoy also received recogni- 
tion for raising the largest 
amount of cash, and thanks 
went to the Terrace Jaycees for 
their $500 donation/which was 
passed on to the Salvation 
Army~ 
The club is scheduled to  meet 
next in the lower lounge of the 
Inn of theWest at 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 5. Anyone with an interest 
in motorcycling is invited to join 
them. 
a~ If you wish to  nounce . 
the birth of YOUR~ibaby;,,please~fill out the form 
available in the maternity Ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We will pick up yourforms every week. 
ANDERSEN --  To Doug and Penny (nee Hogg), a baby son, 
Matthew Tyler, born November 18, !988 at Whitehorse General 
Hospital, weighing 9. lbs. 12 oz. A little brother for Kory. 
-t 
Member of AFS Wire Service 
. • .~•~'V  ~ 
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24-hour  Phone  ~: , ~ 
(604)635-4080 : -~ `: 
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Barry Lopez 
,l UCjod, thoughtfui ;:< non 
Barry Lopez' book Arct& Dreams was a book of wide compass 
and wide appeal. A combination of history, science and explora- 
tion, it was written in literate and engrossing style. It won the 
American Book Award for Non-Fiction in 1986. Collier Mac- 
millan have published a collection of essays by Barry Lopez, 
Crossing •Open Grout~d,which will have the same appeal. These 
essays •speak of ofir fundamental bond to the land and the way 
that we are destroying the Very thing that sustains us physically 
and spiritually. 
In the California desert Lopez comes upon an image in stone 
set out centuries before by the Quechan people. It is a figure of a 
horse, meant to be approached and walked around in slow con- 
templation of its form, as in the chalk hills of southern England 
ancient peoples had carved out white •horses. At first the 
vulnerability of the image concerned him, and then he 
• remembered, "that history.., was a kind of medicine. It permit- 
ted the great breadth of humarFexpression to reverberate, and it 
did not urge you to locate its apothesis in the present." 
A Presentation of Whales •combines the best and worst of Man 
in the response of agroup of men and women to 41 whales 
stranded on a beach in Oregan. The Passing Wisdom of Birds• 
begins with Cortez' destruction of Mexico City, and especially his 
bur~ng of the great avaries containing thousands of beautiful 
birds, and continues to explore our potential to effect such dread- 
ful results. 
Beautifully written, Barry Lopez' essays in Crossing Open 
Ground combine poetic description, meditation, and lucid 
thoughtful analysis of the position of man and nature, man and 
community. Crossing Open Ground is published by Collier Mac- 
miUan at 25.95. 
. ,  r ,  
In 1958 Jan Little arrived at San CHstobal de Las Casa in: 
Mexico with her three-year.old i aughter, Rebecca. Her marriage 
was over, Rebecca was her consolation, and it was to find a 
homestead on which she could raise Rebecca that she had headed 
:~uth. It W~ a c~iimg~ohs enough Venture, but even re'ore so 
because she was deaf and her vision much impaired. She was to 
go blind. 
In San Cristobal Jan met Harry, a strange complex man, 
tyrannical, self-assured, almost brutal and driven by his unique 
view of Christianity. He to.o was seeking a homestead and Jan 
looked like a useful helpmate. He married her and took her to live 
in isolation and in primitive conditions made even more difficult 
by her physical imitations. She struggled for many years to make 
the homestead, far from civilization, viable. Then first Rebecca 
and then Harry, died from an undefined tropical infection. 
Though seriously ill, Jan survived and continued to survive until 
rescue came months later. . 
The Survival of Jan Little is a true story, an intense and 
dra~atic story, at times a harrowing one. Jan's incredible 
courage r and resilience shines through the book. Despite the 
psychological battering she received from the tongue of Harry 
Little, she stig. • retained a compassion, a desire to Understand and 
appreciate what she could in him, and a devotion to her daughter 
which are extraordinary tributes to her character. The description 
of the last months, alone, blind and deaf, is amazing. I did not 
'enjoy' her story, but I was deeply moved by it, and I certainly 
could not put it down. The Survival of Jan Little by John Man is 
published by Penguin Books at $6.95. 
Has anyone ever told you  
to go fly a kite? 
They are flying high at 
Misty River Books! 
Come to Misty River Books 
for your kite. 
Misty River Books 
rrot 
4606 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone 635-4428 
Monday to Friday --  9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday - -  9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
FAX-230 
:::;:::::::: 
.> 
GO ahead and take a bite.  "~[-~="-" - iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
' "Call your Canon dealer and ask to 
see the new FAX-230 or FAX-410. i~ 
Canon sets the standard in full | 
featured business facsimiles. 
; , '"~ i'. ' '~' " 
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FAX-410 
=y.  
. . . .  " .  
"3 
Fromthe FAX-230 with speed dialing for instant access, halftones in 16 shades of grey and 
high speed transmission, to the advanced FAX-410 with group dialing for multiple polling to 
129 different locations, automatic page reduction for larger originals, 12 seconds per page 
transmission* and more! 
consult your Canon FAX sales representative to determine the best model foryour office. Then 
- simply divide the price by 36 and that's your monthly payment**. You will enjoy interest-free 
financing and the convenience of a Cap,,, r~y ;r, ,,,,,,,,,~,... f,,,,=o,~ ),, ¢~nrrt,~ 
Call Now/Offer is available from now u, 
Your participating Canon FAX dealer. 
';~i'~ ~'~ '~ ':~ ~"  " ~ "~:  " "~' ~ ..... " "  " ' "~"  " '  :i '|,x 
~iii~!monthly 
0 
- , :-7 
: .... . : .  < 
? 
> WILKINSON BUSINESS MACHINES 
. . .  4552 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1P8 
, 604 /638-8585 
• . Based on CCITT//1 Test Chart . . . . .  
• * Excluding provincial sales tax where applicable. Based on a 36 month lease on approved credit. Offer n°t 
valid If used In conjunL'tion with other dealer programs. Full details available from participating dealers. 
i 
Local boxers met 
obstacles on the 
road to Kelowna 
A drastic hange in travel ar- 
rangements, plus the necessity Of 
losing 10 pounds in two days are 
the major difficulties two Ter- 
race boxers faced and overcame 
on Nov. 19 weekend ~so they 
could fight in the Bronze Gloves 
S.I.N. (senior, intermediate and 
novice) tournament a Kelowna. 
• Gary Lok and Marcus Bernal- 
dez headed out by car the night 
of Thursday, Nov. 17. Un- 
fortunately, driving conditions 
were quite • bad and they picked 
up a fiat tire after a two-and-a- 
hal f  hour drive to  New 
Hazelton. 
After changing the tire, they 
put on chains and experienced 
another fiat. Without a second 
spare, they left the car and 
caught a bus. Then it was a 
21-hour bus ride to Kelowna. 
Arrving at 9 o'clock Friday 
,night, they discovered Marcus 
was, I0 pounds over his I~6 lb. 
light middleweight category. A 
quick fast, plus half-an-hour of 
rapid rope-jumping and a 
lengthy jog enabled Berna]dez to 
meet his weight requirement. 
With all his pound-losing ef- 
fort, Bernaldez's time in the ring 
was short. He had only one op- 
ponent for his class, and Marcus 
knocked him out in 21 seconds 
of the first round. 
Boxing people on hand said 
they were very impressed with 
Bernaldez's weight,trimming ef-
fort. 
Lok drew a bye in the opening 
round for his 165opoun d class. 
He then took on a Vancouver 
fighter. They had a ;:t0iigh first 
round, then Lok applied a right 
cross that brougiit he f'tght o an 
end in the second. 
With only five competitors in 
his division, Lok made it to the 
final against a fighter from 
Chase Creek. By then Lok had 
an upset stomach and ended up 
losing in the second round when 
the referee stopped the bout. 
This results in a 30-day layoff 
before Gary can fight again. 
L0k's effort earned him run- 
nerup for the 165,1b. senior 
novice, and won an award for 
best senior novice fight in his 
opening victory. Bernaldezwon 
a trophy for best in his weight 
class. 
With Lok out due to suspe n- 
sion, Bernaldez and several 
other Terrace club members 
were due to fight at ,Prince 
Rupert's Salmon Belt card th i s  
past weekend. .." 
Lok said he queried several 
boxing coaches at Kelowna, and 
all expressed interest in a card at 
Terrace on Jan. 21 if ar- 
rangements can be made. Lok 
said he expected about a dozen 
interior clubs would send 
fighters. 
this win, especially considering 
Shepherd .shows 
best perform,,a,n,ce. 
at cross-country 
Skeena Junior High School 
athlete David Shepherd held his 
own against more than 300 
senior and junior runners in the 
province as he placed 79th in the 
annual high school cross-court- 
try championships at Castlegar, 
Nov. 19. 
Shepherd, who is also an 
honors academic student, top- 
ped the three Terrace Skeena en- 
tries. The other two --  David 
andChad Edmonds, came 
through with placings in the top 
half of all finishers. 
David was 122nd while Chad 
placed 138th. 
Best effort from our zone 
came from Peter Douglas of 
Smithers who placed 25th. 
Times were not available, but 
our threesome all placed within 
two minutes of each other. 
Rowdies finish 13th 
A record of one default win 
out of five chances gave Kitimat 
Rowdies 13th place out of 16 
teams competing in the annual 
B.C. high school boys' soccer 
championships at Surrey on 
NOV. 19 weekend. 
Rowdies started by losing all 
three of their round-robin mat- 
ches --  2-1 to Spectrum of Vic- 
toria, 5-0 to Burnaby North and 
2-1 to North Surrey on an over- 
time penalty kick. 
This dropped them to the con- 
solation round where they lost 
3-2 to Williams Lake. 
The final match for 13th and 
14th places aw them beat Nor- 
Kam by a flip of a coin. Officials 
dec ided  • the"  f ie lds  :'~we~'e' 
unplayable by this time. So, they 
flipped and Rowdies had their 
only win and 13th place. 
Argyle beat Burnaby North 
2-1 in the championship same. 
Houston wins 
Houston won the single 'A' 
senior boys' high school 
volleyball zone title on Nov. 19 
in a four-team playoff at Smith- 
ers. They downed Hazelton 
15-10, 15-8 in the final match. 
Bulkley ~ Valley Christian placed 
third and Queen Charlottes 
fourth. Houston goes to Parks- 
ville for B. C. finals starting 
• tomorroW,,.. --, ........ • ...... • ....... 
T/he :Scores 
M F.N'S BASKETBALL  LEAGUE TERRACEMIN I -BASKETBALL  :LEAGUE 
Nov. 25-- Sight &Sound SonlcaS0,Wllllams takers 12 
.; ' Totem FurnltureCeltl(m36; Kltelse Knicka24 
TERRACE 
Tosm,.- won Lost Tied PolMa 
Ev's Clippers 8 " I 0 16 . . . . . . . . . .  
All Seasons 6 3 0 12 STANDINGS 
SkeenaH0tel 4 5 0 8, : - m • . .O:-~:~-L~*.~,ea -,,.:- Won Lost Tied .Points 
"Kluss: &Sons: .~. ' ': ~.~ ....... :~0 9 0 . . . . . . . .  S6nlcs 7 ,0 0 14 
Nov. 22 --Ev's CIIppem961Kluss & Sons 87. takers " 3 4 0 6 
• " All Seasons 74, Skeena Hotel 72. Celtics 3 4 0 6 
Knlcks 1 6 O 2 Nov. 24 --  All Seasons 94,Kluss & Son8 69. 
• ,  Ev's Cl!ppers 79,Skeena Hotel 78. 
TERRACEMiNOR HOCKEY 
..... HOUSE LEAGUE 
Novice Division - -  Nov. 19 weekend 
Elks 7, Long-- ;': s  Logging 3; WilKinson Canons 7, . 
Legion 1; Doyle Blazers 7, Legion 1. 
Atom Division --Nov. 19 weekend 
Lions 3, Kinsmen 2; Dave's 6, Tilden 3, 
JUN IOR 'B 'EXHIB IT ION 
HOCKEY AT  K IT IMAT 
Nov. 18 -- Kitlmat Blackhawks 5, 
• Mayerthorpe, Alberta 3 
Nov. 19 Kltlmat Blackhawks 15, Mayerthorpe 2 
LADLES' INTER.CITY HOCKEY 
Terrace Trojans 4, Kltlmat Kougars 4 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Nov. 20 --  Inn of the West 6, Skeena Hotel 5 
Nov. 24 -- Inn of the West 8, Red Team 5 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL  
......... HOICKEYLEAGUE :STANDINGS • 
Team Won Lost Tied Points i 
Skeena Hotel 3 0 1 9 
Inn of the West 4 0 1 9 
Red Team 0 6 0 0 
SKEENA INTER-CITY MINOR HOCKEY 
REP TEAM LEAGUE NOV.  26 WEEKEND 
Atoms.-- Kltlmat 12, Terrace 4; 
Kltlmat 11, Terrace 8 
Peewees --  Prince Rupert 10, Terrace 4; 
Prince Rupert 7, Terrace 4 -- 
Bantams - -  Terrace 10, Kltlmat 1; ~ ,-~.~ 
Terrace 10, Kltlmat 1 
Midgets --Prince Rupert 5, Terrace 4; 
Prince Rupert 13, Terraoe.1 ..... =. "~ 
" STANDINGS " L 
Teem Won Lost Tied Points 
ATOM DIVISION 
Kltlmat 10 0 0 20 
Terrace 3 6 1 7 
Prince Rupert 0 9 1 1 
PEEWEE DIVISION 
Kitimat 7 1 0 14 
Prince Rupert 4 5 1 9 
Terrace 2 7 1 5 
BANTAM DIVISION 
Terrace -9 0 1 19 
Kltlmat 3 6 1 7 
Prince Rupert 1 7 O 2 
MIDGET DIVISION 
Prince Rupert 6 2" 0 12 
Kitimat . :4 '3 O ,8 
Terrace . . . . . . . .  1 6 O 2 
- . . /  
- - r .  
Standings alter Round.Robin 
~itlmat (6-0), Thornhlll (4-2), 
3mlthers (2-4), Hazelton (1-6). • " 
Skeena (4-0), Booth (2-2), Kltwanga (04). 
Boys at Thomhill 
' 15-2, 15-8 over Skeena 
!, 7-15 against Kltwanga " ;ii: i 
15-13, 15-5 against Booth 
i-8, 15-13 against Nlshga ~ii!i! 
' 15-0, 15-10 over Booth .;~:.~ 
i-10, 5-15 egalnst Kitlmat 
~, 10-15 egalnst Thornhlll 'B' .... i::~:~ 
5-11, 15-13 over Nlshge ' *-:~. 
,' 15-4, 15-13 over Thornhill 'B' 
mat 15-7, 15.5 over Nlshga 
~)na. 15-7, 15-6 over Booth :./, 
range 15-13, 15-5 over Smlthers . 
Standings offer Round.Robin i~,: ~i!il 
Pool - -  Thornhlll 'A' (1st), Skeena (2nd), i. 
Thornhill 'B' (3rd), Booth (4th). ' ~::/~i~ 
Pool --- Smlthers (let), Kitlmat (2nd), ~,~ 
Kltwanga (3rd), Nlshga (4th). . .... i~ ::~, 
RTHWEST ZONE JUNIOR 
'A' HIGH SCHOOL 
.EYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
ON NOV. 19 
LOUND.ROBIN SCORES 
elds at Caledonia 
,15-8 over Thomhlll 
,15-2 over Kltwanga 
~, 15-9 over Hazelton 
,15-8 over Kltwanga 
.11,9-15, 15-3 over Hazelton 
0, 15-2 over Booth 
,15-5 over Smlthers 
,15.6 over Hazeiton 
• 9, 15-4 over Smithers 
T 
or  . . . . .  . . , : . ,  r . 
A complete personalized 
B ~" l~ id  I ~"~SU ~"t~C~_~C il/ r'i :! ~ Insurance  Agency  fo r  
Agenc cs Ltd OBoaf  • Bus iness  1 i ~' I:: H0mee L i fee  F i re  
' , ,  
Come in to'our officeat 638-8581 I ] 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace I AUTHORIZED AOEBTS 
! :•t • 
season  over  
Thornhill's junior 'A' boys 
and Kitimat's junior 'A' girls 
were expected to win their 
respective Northwest zone 
volleyball titles Nov. 19, and 
they did. 
;Thornhill hosted the eight- 
team. boys' side and put together 
an overall record of 10 wins, two 
:losses. 
I n the  final, .Thornhill beat 
cross-town rivals from Skeena 
of Terraceby 15-12, 10-15, 15-8. 
Semi,final action saw Skeena 
knock off Smithers 15-10, 15-2, 
while Thornhill struggled to an 
8-15, 154, 15-3 win over 
Kitimat. 
Prior to the championship 
game, Smithers pulled off a 
4-15, 15-9, 15-11 victory over 
Kitimat in the battle for third 
and fourth. 
The third-place round-robin 
teams - -  Thornhill 'B' and Kit- 
wanga --  played off for fifth 
and sixth places. Thornhill won 
14-16,15-10, 15-2. 
Thornhill placed three boys 
on the all-star team --  Chad 
Ziegler, Bryan Netzell and 
Shawn Grier. The other stars 
were Steve Dansaw of Skeena~ 
Dipin Bawa of Kitimat and 
Miske Combe of Smithers. 
In the seven-team g 
at Caledonia school 
went undefeated by ru 
lO-win, no-loss record 
The ' champiooship 
them heat out Thornl 
straight-- 15-9, 15-7. 
In the semi-finalsl 
downed Rupel't's Be 
15-8. Thornhill nee( 
games to beat out Sk( 
5-15, 15-12. 
Skeena then took 0n 
determine third and 
Skeena won 15-12, 1: 
playoff for fifth and 
to Kitwanga with a 15 
15-12 win over Smithe 
ton placed seventh. 
Thornhill and Kitil 
had two players on the au-star 
team --  Kim Rempel and Margo 
Holubowsld of Thornlfill, and 
Colleen Johnston and Hazel 
Maxwell of Kitimat. The other 
all-stars were Kristen Anderson 
of Rupert's Booth and Michelle 
Pelletier of Skeena. 
Meanwhile, the junior 'B' 
zone girls' title was settled at 
Smithers on the same day when 
host Bulkley Valley Christian 
defeated Thornhill in three sets 
in the final of the six-team 
playoff. 
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Thomhlll 'A' boys' volleyball team, undefeated in Northwest Zone competition this year, 
won the Junior 'A' boys' zone title on Saturday, Nov. 19. The team will represent he North- 
west Zone in the B.C. Winter Games In Nelson in February. 
Local bowlers, miss CBC berth 
Five Northwest bowlers had a 
crack at earning a berth in the 
upcoming CBC Sportsweekend 
five-pine bowling champion- 
ships, but only one came close to 
making it. 
In the 82-player rolloff at Sur- 
rey and Langley Nov. 19, only 
John Rasmussen of Kitimat 
cracked the top I0. Rasmussen, 
with 10 regular games plus an 
extra five for placing in the first 
18 spots, wound up with a score 
of 3;896 for 15 games. 
His sixth place finish overall 
earned him $25. The winner was 
Ron McLellan of Nanaimo who 
posted a 15-game score of 4,128. 
Andre Paquin of Houston 
was second best among the 
Northerners with a 10-game 
score of 2,489, good enough for 
21st place. 
Veteran Carole Woods of 
Prince Rupert finished 23rd with 
a score of 2,470. Close behind in 
27th place was Kitimat's Rick 
Trogi with 2,435. 
Low man on the area totem 
pole was Tak Nakatsuka of 
Rupert with a 66th place finish 
on a score of 2,234. 
Nanaimo's McLellan joins 
Terry McKay of Port Coquitlam 
as B.C. reps for the TV show 
which starts January 14. The 
'Canadian champ wins $25,000. 
Winter Games team - -  The Marge Skead rink of Terrace recently won the zone seven ladies' 
curling berth for the B.C. Winter Games at Nelson, starting Feb. 23rd. Team members are 
skip Skead, third Dawn Garner, second Gall Larsen and lead Joan Toovey. 
I 
WEDNESDAY." Terrace Blueback SWim" Club ~ 
: THURSDAY: 747 A i r  Cadets 
• Ladies of the Royal Purple ' ' I 
: FRIDAY: Parapelegic A.ssn'. . 
SATURDAY:  Parapeleglc Foundahon ' ~: ..... . 
, E l  
Timbermen Oldtimers 
take loss in tourney 
end, and Prince Rupert 
Wrinkles third. The other divi- 
sion (called 'C') was won by 
Smithers, with Burns Lake Duf- 
fers second, Burns Lake 'C' 
third and Houston 'C' fourth. 
Next action for Oldtimers is this 
weekend at Smithers. 
The Terrace Timbermen Old- 
timers found teams with 
younger legs at the Nov. 19 
weekend Oldtimers hockey tour- 
nament, thus losing all three 
games and placing fourth on 'A' 
side. The host Burns Lake 'A' 
team won this division with 
Houston Hobblers placing sec- 
I III I 
WEDNESDAY IS 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. I D I RTY 
:: L PooO,,'reB, e ® • SHIRT 
! uc y a ngo Palace DAY 4818 Hwy. 16 ? .s ,  ' ! ~ I I l N ~  
SUNDAY:  Terrace Ath.let,cs Assn, 
: MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey on,. S!.10 
. 'TUESDAY. Kermodes or Jaycees :: . . . . . .  . . . . .  ..__ 
Regular EVERYONE WELCOME! Extra 
(A,e ,4 yea. and up) 6 Games 
1 8 Games, Thank Foul Have a Nice dayl  
Men's or Ladies' 
dress or business 
laundered. 
cotton blend 
shirts expertly 
I I 
1,1  
,,, Only drlve.thru in town 
,,, Best. most reliable and cleanest service - 
,,, Drop off point at Thomhlll Public Market 
ever  you  'wear  
c lean  ~ i lh  c~. . j  I 
III 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Fdday 
8:30 a.m. to S:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
II III I 
• ' ~ , ' . 4 ,  
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::Sports editorial : 
• We: l  ? 'ghfli{t'ln  
under a cloud:? 
It 's a sport that takes only sec- 
onds from start o finish, but it's 
also a spol't hat probably breaks 
more records in a year than most 
other athletic events in the 
world. 
And now it seems to be a sport 
on the edge of oblivion - -  or is 
it? 
While the B.C. Weightlifting 
Association seeks fresh blood in 
a current recruiting effort, 
Canada's International Olympic 
Committee, vice-president Dick 
Pound is petitioning to have it 
dropped from the Olympic agen- 
da. 
Pound, a former Olympic 
Coming 
events in 
sports 
The Kitsumkalum Ski Club,s 
anual, ski swap is on this Satur- 
day from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
4717 Lakelse Ave. beside the liq- 
uor store. Those with equipment 
to swap, and this includes ice 
skates, should bring their item to 
the store Friday.night between 7
and 9. 
Terrace Minor Hockey wants 
to start a juvenile team of 
players up to 19 years old. Plans 
call for them to play house 
league against the midgets. If in- 
terested, phone Sandy Marshall 
at 635-7623. 
The Kitimat Legion Bombers 
midget hockey team is now tak- 
ing orders for firewood. Orders 
will be taken at Schooley Sports, 
or from Kayo evenings at 
632-5489. 
The Totem Saddle Club has a 
general meeting Wednesday 
night at 8 o'clock in the Terrace 
library basement. 
The Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League is in need of a 
sponsor for one of its three 
teams. Anyone interested should 
phone Benita Chapdelaine at 
635-3930. 
Skeena 6th 
Another team f rom the 
Northwest zone is enjoying pre- 
season ranking among the best 
10 in B.C. It's the junior boys' 
basketball ratings, and ~, they 
show Terrace Skeena Tsimp- 
scans rated sixth best overall. 
Tsimpseans are the only team 
ranked from this zone. Al- 
though notyet into their regular 
schedule,: they did play exhibi- 
tion games: •recently at Prince 
Rupert where they won two and 
lost one. 
Car bashing 
Ter race  RCMP arrested two 
~i~ouths Nov. 18 as the result of a 
,~ar-bashmg spree that caused 
idlamage estimated at nearly 
,550,000. 
i The  suspects are young of- 
fenders and their names cannot 
i.be released, .\ 
The damage was concentrated 
:!!on 'vehicles parked, on the Jim 
~McEwan GM dealership:tot, 
with ~ 49 vehicles vandalized, 
! 
swimmer, says thelmove follows 
a recent rash of .'positive drug 
tests at the Summer Games in 
Seoul. However, Philippe Saint 
Cyr of  the International Weight- 
lifting Federation is confident 
the I.O.C. will not abandon the 
sport, which has taken measures 
to try and eliminate drug use 
among its athletes. 
The federation recently adop- 
ted a non-notice anti-doping rule 
that severely penalizes countries 
and athletes caught using 
performance enhancing drugs. 
The B.C.W.A., meanwhile, 
seeks potential lifters to train for 
the future. Here's a press release 
concerning their situation. 
The B.C. Weightlifting Asso- 
ciation is currently recruiting 
potential athletes. We are 
especially interested in athletes 
for  the B.C. Winter Games 
(open to all ages) and the 
Canada Winter Games in 
February, 1991 (open to athletes 
born in 1971 or later). 
We are not limiting this offer 
to those people who already 
have some experience with 
Using Terrace Dollars really paid off for 
local resident Elizabeth Mair (second from 
left), who won return tickets for two to Van- 
couver in the Chamber of Commerce "Com- 
pare Us - -  Terrace" promotion. The tickets 
were handed over recently in the Chamber of 
Commerce visitor Infocentre by AirBC rep- 
resentative Jeri-Lynn Chanpoux, with 
( ;ontes t  
w inners  
weightlifling. What we need are The Terrace Block Parent's 
people who have determination poster contest winners have been 
to learn the disciplines of announced byKarenFocker of 
weightlifling'and ~ Will give the McDonald's Restaurant. The 
sport their best effort, contest was held during Block: 
We also hope more women -Parent's Week to promote the 
will become involved because program and create a greater 
the upcoming Canada Winter awareness for both children and 
Games will have women corn- adults of its importance in pr O- 
peting for the first time! We em- riding protection for our young. 
phasize that you should not The winner in the under-five 
worry if you have not lifted category was three-year-old Jen- 
weights before, because you will nifer Plyley, in the five-to-eight- 
receive the necessary training, year-old category, seven-year- 
We are sure that all our par- old Patrick Levesque was judged 
ticipants will benefit f rom this to have the best entry, and in the 
experience. Our team members nine-to-12-year-old group first 
will have access to extensive place went to nine-year-old 
Wayne Jones and Paul Williams represent- 
ing the Chamber. 
Jones said that during the promotion, 26 
local merchants• accepted Terrace Dollars 
and a total of 185,000 were spent• Mair's 
winnirig dollar was tendered at the Cotton 
Company in the Skeena Mall. 
1 - 
 nortllern ' 
motor, 
• e• 
o °'°0 
"ao  
• ° • 
CATCH THE ACTIO I 
Vis i t  the Nor thern  Motor  Inn, fo r  
n ight ly  entertainment. Come to 
where  the ACTION is, 
portunity to enter the B.C. 
Winter Games of the Canada 
Winter Games which will be an 
experience you will never forget. 
Yours sincerely, 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
635.6375 ' training camps, special competi- Harry Chemko. ] 
tions (mostly outside B.C.), and ,~ , ~ i~ , , 
best of  all you may have the op- 
Steve James, 
Technical Director. 
It appears Canada is wearing 
two faces for this sport. Na- 
tionally, it's a downer. B.C., 
however, is making a supreme 
effort with a saving face for the 
future. 
If we read between the lines of 
the B.C.W.A. press release, they 
see the writing on the wall and 
are eager to go to extremes to see 
their sport thrive.' 
It's doubtful if Pound's push 
for removal gets real support. 
The most likely move would be 
suspension for one Olympic 
games, which would more or less 
allow weightlifting to clean up 
its act and get out of the 
'steroid-use' ra. 
'More-active' role in comt:at- 
ing drug-use in organizt~.t sports 
has be~'l~ ratified rot the:: Olym' 
pic Chartc,: i;/ sp~ ; :~ms~,.:rs 
of the world. 
In our opinion, wei~ht[ifting 
is an honorable and lo~4ime 
sport that's taken a pie-in-the- 
face for a few bad apples in the 
barrel, Penalize the culprits, not 
all the players, 
Fine Dining 
~~S~ r in quiet surroundingsl 
5 p.m. 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Ca e 
~ "~. Chinese & Western Cuisine 
638"1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
'~A r'" Chinese & Canadian Food ~ 
;~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1[}=~ 
Mon , Wed 11:30 a.m. -- IO:OO p.m. ! 
LL  T/,ursday !l:3O a.m. --  l hOO p.m.t-~/~ ~" 
"~-J Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m• ~ I;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. lO:OO p.m.635.6111 #643 Park A venue 
~.~":;:~ . .
This spot could 
be yours 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisineand Canadian 
Dishes 
[~1 4606 Grelg Ave., for Take-Out 
Ter race ,  B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
Copper 
Grill o,,h. 
Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
grows 
Terrace Night in 
Victoria draws -1.60 
Contributed by Andy Owens 
Over 160 former Terrace 
residents gathered at the Pros- 
pect Lake Hall in Saanich on 
November 12 for the third bi- 
ennial."Terrace Night" party. 
The event, the brain child of 
Bruce and Debbie Carruthers 
and Frank and Kathleen Skid- 
more, has become very popular 
and attracted former Terracites 
from as far away as Kamloops, 
Kelowna and Port Hardy. A 
large conti0gent came fromthe 
Lower Mainland and many from 
all over Vancouver Island. 
This year's festivities were co- 
ordinated by Andy and Irene 
Owens. Fred Weber acted as 
Master of Ceremonies. The eve- 
ning featured a pot-luck dinner, 
considerable visiting with old 
friends and acquaintances, and 
ended with a dance. 
Some of the highlights in- 
cluded a letter of greeting from 
Mayor Jack Talstra on behalf of 
the City of Terrace, who also 
provided 200 ,Kermode bear 
lapel pins which were quickly 
snapped up; also, the self- 
introduction of all present ell- 
ing when they lived in Terrace 
and the highlights of their time 
there. 
Prizes were presented to: the 
person who lived in Terrace first 
(Betty McAdams --  1920); the 
person who lived in Terrace the 
longest (Irene Owens -- 42 
years); the person who came the 
furtfiest (Bud French -- Kelow- 
na). Unfortunately, nobody cur- 
rently living in Terrace was able 
to attend. 
There were many strained 
vocal chords by the end of the 
evening, but rest assured there 
were considerable logs relogged, 
lumber recur, business redone, 
sports events rehashed, children 
and grandchildren boasted 
about, and old times revisited. A
great ime was enjoyed by all! 
Thornhill honor roll 
best in 13 years 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School • last vCeek issued the 
names of students whose 
academic performance was good 
enough for Honor Roll status in 
the first term. 
The school notes that the list 
represents 20 percent of the total 
student enrolment, the highest 
percentage in 13 years. The Stu- 
dents are: 
Grade 8 
Outstanding Achievement:  
Josee Banville, Jessica Lain- 
bright, Steven Maxim, Jan 
Smith, Bryan Trehearne, Chris 
Todd. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Coral-Lee Edmonds, Natosha 
Morris, Rodney Sanches, Jason 
Ryan, Jamie Gilham, Kari 
Eisner, Christine Eys, Gena 
Hayden, Melanie Conrad. 
Honorable  Mention:  Keri 
Sauer, Corina Lockyer, Danny 
Hall, Josee Jenniss. 
~' Grade 9 
Outstanding Achievement:  
Nicole Sanches, Chris Stoner. 
Meritor ious Achievement:  
Jody McMurray,  Aaron 
Hansen, Shawn Dimitrov, 
Tanya Renaud. 
Honorable Mention: Valerie 
Devost, Tanya Losier, Carol 
Gerler, Crystal Scott, Colleen 
Fisher, David Carson. 
Grade 10 
Outstanding Achievement:  
Lia Wandl, Angela Ryan, Nicole 
Collison, Bryan Netzel, Carl 
Devost, Kyla Palagian, James 
Stein. 
Meritor ious Achievement:  
Kim Hamakawa,  Lynda 
Lukasser, Tracey Tomas, Marty 
Eisner. 
Honorable Mention: • Mark 
Saner, Kim Rempel, Donnie 
Hill, Nita Schooner, Michael 
Coburn, Chad Ziegler, Gerald 
Fell, Phillip Lukiisser, Cindy 
• Hall. 
Awards 
at-Copper 
Mountain 
School 
CoPper Mountain Elementary 
School principal, Dave Crawley, 
has announced the latest Copper 
Mountain award winners. The 
awards are divided into three 
categories of achievement: 
sportsmanship, citizenship and 
academic effort. Students recog- 
nized with awards are: 
Grade 1 - -  Sportsmanship, 
Wayne Webber; Citizenship, 
Kristen Beintema; Academic Ef- 
fort, Alia Naguib and Jordan 
Linteris. 
Grade 2/3 --:Sportsmanship, 
Matthew Chretien; Citizenship, 
Laurie Petersen; Academic Ef- 
fort, Erin Sandhals and Addle 
King. 
Grade 3/4 - -  Sportsmanship, 
Frances Koehl; Citizenship, 
Kendra Ratcliff; Academic Ef- 
fort, Amie McClelland and 
Rune Newby. 
Grade 5/6 - -  Sportsmanship, 
Mark Therrien; Citizenship, 
Sarah Davies; Academic Effort, 
Hayes Beatty and Dallas Van- 
dale. 
Grade 6/7 - -  Sportsmanship, 
Woniya Wrubel; Citizenship, 
Robin Wilson; Academic Ef- 
fort: Mindy Grier and Lana Der-: 
rick. 
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The Thomhlll Junior Secondary School band under the direction of Michael Wen has been 
tuning up for the past few weeks in preparation for their joint Christmas concert with the 
Skeena Junior Secondary band tomorrow night. The music starts at 7:30 p.m. in the R.E,M. 
Lee Theatre, and it will be a don't-miss event for anyone who has a taste for the sound of a 
concert band. 
Looking to invest? 
let's talk. 
Are you an entrepreneur looking for investment opportunities? 
I f you are, you oweit to yourself to look into the provincial government's new 
Small Business Forest Enterprise Program. 
The improved program is designed to ex- 
tract more of the hidden wealth in our timber 
by encouraging the remanufacture of lumber 
and the production of products such as 
window frames, doors, and furniture. 
Twice the opportunities 
We're setting aside twice as much timber 
for harvesting by small companies, espe- 
cially companies with creative manufac- 
turing ideas. And--because security of 
materials supply is so important for manu- 
facturers-we're making timber available to 
the firms with the best proposals for periods 
of up to 10 years. 
While we're creating more opportunities for 
small companies--and more jobs for British 
Columbians--we're also keeping our com- 
mitment o future generations. 
As small companies harvest timber, the pro- 
vincial government will be right behind 
them, renewing the forest for the future. 
We'll use some of the money from timber 
sales to pay for the reforestation. We'll •~ 
always have productive forests. 
You can get more information at your local 
district office of the Ministry of Forests. 
Let's extract the hidden value from our timber! 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests 
Hen. Dave Parker, Minister 
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PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING (A DIVISION OF I,A~IIOIX NOUSTRIf,$ LTD.) 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances , 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SA~ .T.V. 
1635-5134] 
4510 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
0 
lndependenl 
Skin Care and.Makeup Consultant 
v 0~er~ 
/ 
For a complimentary skin care and makeup consultation 
Please Call (604) 635-2584 
P.O. Box 45-3609 Larch Ave., Tenace. B.C. V8G 4A2 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
North West Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave . ,  Terrace 635-7158 
I . i 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHANGES ...o,,: Tanning System 
~L~-~ "' ~" LANZA products 
~ Phoqe  for on oppoinhne,H 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 635-9666 
£~ ~ ~! , ? ,  ~ * 
I !ii'*!i!i~i)i}~i~S : F;! ~,;?~,:' :!:~:i:i.,':,!':: ~i~!:: 
, ; (% :'#:'.', ,. ~T'~:: .t~f;'~: ['/'~" 
1 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
i 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
Terrace I - _ - ~ - ~ ' ~  ~-~ CONTRACTING SERVICES 
. . Durable - -  Hlgh Quallty Tree Trimming I . . . . , . , s .  MARINER OUTBOARDS Inflatable Boat Repairs 
I ,, . . . .  HOMEL IGHT ~WH MOWERS . . . .  , L Vulcanizing Repairs ~[[D Wdl cut down any tree i ~~l i t !  I HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
I YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS I ' we specialize in convey, or.belt .,, 
I . YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS J .installations, splicing, and repairs J 
I SHINDAiWA CHAIN SAWS 
I DL No. ,r~0 & POWER PRODUCTS . [ vulcanizing and pulley lagging J 
Sl,000,000 liobilitY635.7400for YOUR protectionl~.JiL ~ ~  4946 Gre.g Ave., Terrace J sei, . ,  8530, 24 HOUR SERVICE 638 '0663/ ' :  . ..... 
, . t  , ro t . . t ,o .  ,or 
.~. , : , . ,  . , .  , . c . s  I ~ ]  New and Used  ' 
' ~ Veh ic les  Retml Sh~rt Shop Now Open!! ~,;,~ 
at 321'1 Kalum Street ' 
(next to Terrace Drugs) ~: 
Wholesale Silk-Screening Available 
For Your Team, Company or Association 
Come See What's New! 
, 635-7731 
:( :Nate'sl lectr'¢.. 
MUFFLER CENTRE Industrial 
Cornrner¢lal & 
"If you're satisfied, "tel[others 
• . .  if not . . .  "tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
RON or AL 
TOTAI  
BUSINESS SERVICES 
638-1876 . Residential 
Nathan Waddel l  - Eleclrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave .  Terrace 
L 1 
[j~~k--CustomerservlcelsourNo:ipri0ri~ / 
I .E:I~CCI'I I! - First qua,tyshop service ' I 
I1k~,~w./  - Fast, f r iend ly  and  efficient I 
I' ' , '~~' .  • full service attendants I 
- Complete personalized service • 
• ' ; :  • Prices are VERY Competitive • 
. AWWA Investments Ltd. " 
TERRACE.-;ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4530 Loke lN  Ave. ,  Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
B&G.  
*GROCERY ~ ' Laundromat.& Ca lash  
~,: Open B:30- 10:30 dally • 
'2701 S. Kmlum 635"8180 
t ' i 
, TYP ING : 
. VOICE PAGERS.  PHOTOCOPYING 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
-3238 Kalum St , Terrace, B.C , V8G 2N/ 
I 
Jan's Photo Gras hie,s 
, L  
,Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits ..C)-. Mat Cutting 
l~amily Sittings [ ,~  Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C, B0s. 635.5288 
Terrace, B:C, VSG IP9 ' ' Res, 635.5544 
Sales and Service for 
• i Motorcycles • Chalnsiws 
Snowmobi les  • Madne Supplies 
CE A  QUlP" ST 
..... SALES ~ LTD. 
• ,i ~ 
• ? 
,~ . ,  v~.~,~,=. , .~ ,~ ~ ,~;  ,~ ,  ~ ,  
• . . . ~ , , , r~  r . -~ , ;~ . :~  ~ ~ '  ,=~=,  ~ ~ • , • 
' ' " ' p l i i l m  
~,:i !ilili i ~!!!~i  
• ~ , , i • , ~ ~ ~i i i i~  i~ x~ ~ ~'~ i  ~: :  ~/ 
" " ~ : • : " • ~ , ~  • ~ ' ~,~ .i, ~ , ~ ~ • ~ i ' 
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What's on the shelf? 
by Phil Hart, 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Good inventory management means 
having enough 0f the right merchandise 
on hand at the right time and the right 
price. There is more to this than simply 
making sure to order early. The retailer 
needs to exercise a strict physical control 
over inventory to avoid ordering too 
much or too little. 
And, since the resources are limited, 
the retailer also needs to exercise a strict 
financial control as well. Physical and 
financial control over inventory go hand 
in hand, But we'll confine ourselves, in 
this Column, to physical control and dis- 
Development Bank cuss financial control in the following 
columns. 
There are four approaches tophysical inventor~ control: 
perpetual unit. control, basics book, physical count and visual 
control. 
Perpetual unit control consists of maintaining a continuing rec- 
ord of each item of merchandise, a record which includes daily 
sales, stock on hand, reorder time, cost and retail price and other 
pertinent information. The retailer should be able to look at the 
record and know what is in Stock, how much money has been in- 
.vested in that stock, how quickly it is moving, how much should 
be re-ordered and how often. • 
There are many forms of perpetual unit control systems. The 
small retailer will adapt he one most suitable to the situation. 
Basics book is a spin-off rom perpetual unit control. Basics 
are those items which sell the best - -  the retailer's bread and but- 
ter so to speak. They can account for as much as 80 percent of 
sales, and, of course, most of the retailer's profit. 
A basics book is, effectively, a segregated record of those fast 
moving items, kept in a way which is easily monitored so that the 
retailer will never be in short supply, A basics book will also help 
the retailer to track Changes i n buying habits of customers, Items 
which are basic now may not be basic a month from now, 
Physical count and Visual control of inventory are just that. A 
physical count of the items in stock at year-end is necessary for 
tax purposes and for ensuring accuracy in record-keeping. Some 
xetailersmake a physical count: more frequently as a way of 
L 
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The Task Force on Benefits for Northern and Isolated Areas: (left to right) vice-chairman Ed- 
ward Peele, chairman Rene Brunelle and vice-chairman Michael McGillivray. Based on In- 
formation received in Terrace last Friday, these three will be deciding if their recorn- 
• mendations to"the government should include special tax breaks for local and area 
residents. ' 
Tax rules under review 
The views of seven represen- 
tatives for Terrace area residents 
have been added to the files of 
the Tas k Force on Tax Benefits 
for Northern and Isolated 
Areas, but it will probably be 
more than a year before we hear 
the results. 
by Tod Strachan 
According to Tas k Force 
chairman Rene Bruneile, presen- 
• tations made in Terrace last Fri- 
day basically agreed that 
everyone in the area should be 
allowed an additional northern 
dedu¢,.io~ on their, income tax 
due to the high cost of air travel, 
or the only other alternative, the 
time and cost of the 1,000-plus 
drive to Vancouver for medical 
cross-checking other inventory records,, as,a, safegua[d against ..... or other easons,. 
theft and damage and as a way of spotlighting slow-moving or Giving presentations to the 
Tasg Force were Gordon Olson, 
'president of the Northwest Real 
EstateBoard, Elaine Parmenter, 
Rosswood Community Associa- 
tion, Connie Delmarque-Smith 
and Maxine Ingiis of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Richard 
Rose of the Terrace Kinsmen 
Club, Sandy Sandhals rePresent- 
ing La~else Lake residents, and 
Mayor Jac k Talstra. 
The Task Force was first pro- 
posed by Finance Minister 
Michael Wilson in the 1987 
• federal budget due to disparities 
"' .... l II 'I . . . . . . . . . .  " 
r 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHB R . . .O  
THESIGN OF :. 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the (flvic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Alma 1148.1204 
Vi 655-$672 
Terry 6,18-8'178 
I 
old merchandise. 
Visual control is seeing whatstock is on hand andre-ordering 
as indicated. It is used mostly by the small retailer whose stock is 
visible on the. shelves and which can be resupplied in a matter of 
hours. Visual control requires a continuing scrutiny if it is to 
work. Even then, the risk of error and loss of control can be 
large relative to a perpetual unit control. 
Physical control of inventory also includes checking each in- 
Coming order for damage and for accuracy of count. Incoming 
goods go to the back of shelves and the goods already on the 
shelves moved to the front. 
In essence, physical control of inventory is a system which 
gives the retailer a continuing record of each unit of merchandise 
in, each unit out, and units in stock. Financial control of inven- : 
tory consists of relating merchandise in inventory to anticipated 
sales. We'll get into that in our next column. 
. . . . . .  I I  I I I I I I I I I  I 
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4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635.4984 " ' 
CALL TOLL FREE. 1,800.772-1128 . . . .  
i 
in communities listed as being 
eligible for deductions in north- 
em and isolated communities. 
Tas k Force vice-chairman Ed- 
ward Poole said the problem 
began in 1978 when the federal 
government allowed special tax 
brea~s for an elite group of pro- 
fessionals and bureaucrats a an 
incentive to worg in isolated 
communities. 
These special deductions were 
to be phased out as each com- 
munity developed and became 
ineligible. But, says Poole, the 
distribute and award special tax 
deductions. 
At the present time, eligibility 
for any allowance varies accord- 
ing to geographic location: com- 
munities north of the 60th 
parallel, communities between 
the 55th and 60th parallel, and 
communities south of the 55th 
parallel which are deemed 
through another set of criteria to 
be "isolated". The criteria for 
determining if a community is 
isolated looks at population, ac- 
cess by road and the frequency 
government decided this was un- of air, train or ferry links, the 
fair in 1987 ~d changed the proximity to larger centers with 
system to inclu~d~'e~v~taxpayer"  population over 10,006 and. 
in eligible communities. When' local climate and vegetation. 
announcing this change how- 
ever, Peele says, Wilson recog- 
nized the fact that the system 
was still unfair because in many 
cases workers in neighboring 
communities were eligible for 
different levels of tax deduc- 
tions. 
Wilson's olution wzs the $2.8 
million, three-man Task Force 
assigned to visit affected north- 
ern and isolated communities 
across Canada to review the el: 
feet of current taxation policy 
and to recommend a revised 
policy which could more fairly 
Task'Force members are 
68-year-old Brunelle, a resident 
of Moonbeam, Ont., who has 23 
years of experience in northern 
communities a a member of the 
Ontario cabinet; Edward Peele, 
a .lawyer from Cornerbrook, 
Newfoundland; and vice- 
chairman Michael McGillivray 
from Prince George, who has 30 
years' experience in public ac- 
counting. Their recommenda- 
tions are due by Oct. 31, 1989, 
and any policy changes will be 
retroactive to the 1988 taxation 
year. 
II I I 
REMARKABLE SUCCESS 
Flourishing Shoplifting Prevention Corporation seeks 
Industrious person or progressive company for ex- 
cluslve regional Dealership due to exceptional solid 
growth and high demand. For details, call: 
Mr. Abramson -- 1.251.1000 11me 
I II I I III III - II I , -- 
I i __ 
CHRISTMAS MAGIC " I 
FOR CHILDREN A T l 
MISTY RIVER BOOKS I 
4606 Lakels¢ Avenue, Terrace, B.C. I 
Telephone 635-4428 I 
Monday to F r iday-  9 a.m. to 9 p.m. I 
Saturday - -  9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I 
( 
14 : r=,race Wednesday,  N0Vember30 ,  1988 _ - 
U N IVERSITY SOCIETY, MIN IST 
A" Nov. 4 meeting in Prince committee were not competently 
George between the  Interior prepared to consult with us or, 
University Society and the  indeed, anyone lse. Dr. Bullen 
Ministry o f  Advanced Eduea- and his'committee w re not only 
ties and Job Training Access ill-informed but were patroniz, 
Consulting Cpmmittee d idn' t  ing, negative and bluntly in- 
,rod/ida the  exp.ected results, dicated a predisposition :against 
Ratherthana useful exchange of ,: the establishment e ra  university 
information and'ideas, it c'aiJsed in: the North. " 
a major rift between committee 
chairman Dr. Les Bullen and 
society president Elsie Gerdes. 
In a letter to Minister of Ad- 
vanced Education and Job 
Training Stan Hagen, dated 
Nov. 10, Gerdes states that, 
"Only Dr. Bullen was aware of 
the particulars of our feasibility 
study and our position paper. 
The members of Dr. Bullen's 
Another strongly worded let, 
ter to the minister charges that 
Access Committee members are 
"not prepared" to deal with the 
study that they have been charg- 
ed with carrying out. This letter 
also complains that the commit- 
tee has no representatio/i from 
the North, but is instead made 
up of residents of the Van- 
sourer/Victoria area. 
The Interior University SOcie 
ty's past president, •Murray 
Sadler, added;ihis own words to 
those of Gerdes by stating in a 
press release that he was"shock- 
ed" and "disappointed" at the 
lack of knowledge demonstrated 
by C0.mmittee .members pertain- 
ing .t6..~he i dticational needs' :in 
the North. ,. 
These letters prompted Hagen 
to visit Prince George to discuss 
the problem and Ran East, a 
society spokesman, explained, 
"This is my committee, not 
me... give me a chance to get all 
*the facts." East says that Hagen 
announced that he would be 
visiting Sweden in December 
and would be able to get a first- 
Decembers in the past 
Compl ied  by Tom Taggar t  
Dec. 1: Afro-American Rosa Parks disturbs status qua by keeping her bus seat (1955). 
Dee. 2: "Monroe Doctrine" proclaims U.S. hegemony over Western Hemisphere (1823). 
Chicago: Enrico Fermi produces first atomic chain reaction (1942). 
Dee. 3: Bareknuekle boxers Jack Smith and James Kelly slug it out for 186 rounds (1855). 
Union Carbide gases Bhopul, India, leaving 2,500 humans dead (1984). 
Dee. 4: Killer fog/smog envelopes London, leaving 4,000 dead in four days (1952). 
Dee. $: Wolfgang Mozart, age 35, dies (1791), body thrown into communal pauI~er's grave. 
.Prophecy Fulfilled (Proverbs 31:7): U.S. repeals prohibition laws (1933). 
Six U.S. military planes disappear without a trace in the "Bermuda Triangle" (1945). 
Dee. 6: Poland: Birth of the author, Josef Conrad (1857). 
Irish Free State proclaimed (1921). 
Dee. 7: Tara! Tara! Tara! Japanese planes and subs attack Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (1941). 
Dee. 8: Birth of the poet, Horace (65 BC). 
BODHI DAY (Buddhist Holy Day). 
Pope Plus IX proclaims infallibility by conceiving Immaciilate Conception (1854). 
Mark David Chapman murders John Lennon (1980). 
Dee. 9: Virgin Mary appears to Juan Diego at Guadalupe, Mexico (1531), demands hrine. 
Birth of the poet, John Milton (1608). 
Dee. 10: Death of Alfred Nobel, inventor of dynamite/patron f peace (1896). 
Dee. 11: Birth of the poet, Emily Dickinson (1830). ~. ~ 
Birth of the authoi:, Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn (1918). • 
German Socialist, Albert l~instein, finds refuge in United States (1920). 
255 U.S. soldiers flame out in decrepit plane at Gander, Newfoundland •(1985). 
Dee. 12: Birth of the author, Gustave Flaubert (1821). 
Dee. 14: Birth of the astronomer, Tycho Brahe (1546). 
Explorers Amundsen, Hanssen, Wisting, Hassel and Bjaaland find South Pole (1911). 
USSR space capsule lands on Mars, the "Red Planet" (1971). 
Dee. 15: "Bill of Rights" outlining civil liberties amends flawed U.S. Constitution (1791). 
Thirteen wolves break out of Toronto Zoo/jail (1985). 
Dee. 16: Birth of the composer, Ludwig van Beethoven (1770). 
Boston Tea Party incites revolutionary fervor in the "Colonies" (1773). 
Napoleon throws over Josephine for failure to produce male heir (1809). . 
Nazis under Corporal Hitler make wild attack at Ardennes (1944). • 
Dec. 17: Birth of the physician/chemist, Paracelsus (1493). ~ ~ 
Aeroplane carrying Orville and Wilbur Wright flies for 12 seconds (1903). 
Dee. 19: Thomas Paine: "These are the times that try men's ouls..." (1776). ~ 
Dee. 21: WINTER SOLSTICE/St. Thomas Day (EVENT OF THE MONTH). ~'~:"~ ..... 
Birth of Josef V. Dzhugashvili AKA Stalin, Russian revolutionary .... . .  
Dee. 23: FULL MOON, 1988. 
Dee. 24: First radio message: violin music and biblic readings (1906). 
Dee; 25: Birth of the composer, Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840): 
CHRISTMAS DAY (Christian Holiday). 
Birth of the revolutionary, Mao Zedong (1893). 
BOXING DAY, CANADA. . . . . . . . . .  
Afro-American Jack Johnson KOs Canadian Tommy Burns for hea~weight title (1908). 
- $ 
Dee. 27: Birth of the astronomer, Johann Kepler (1571). 
Birth of the chemist, Louis Pasteur (1822). 
Dee. 29: American Emma Snodgrass arrested for wearing men's trousers in public (1851). 
First battle of Wounded Knee, S.D. between government and Native Americans (1890). 
Dee. 30: Russian aristocrats poison, shoot, stab, mutilate and drown Gregori Rasputin (1916). 
Dee. 26: 
Subscription Order Form: 
I'-1 1 year  ~ $24.00 [ ]  2 years - -  $45.00 
I-I Cheque I-1 Money Order [] Master Card I"1 Visa 
Please send a s0bscription to: 
Name 
/l,:klres, 
Fhone Pmtol Code 
S~nlocl in Terrace and District $12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District $15.00 
Card No. 
Expiry Date " 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSO 1M7 
the society's proposal is based. 
Bullen responded to the socie- 
ty's charges by writing a letter 
stating that the "special needs". 
. of the northern half of the prov- 
ince are not being ignored and 
claims that the society's position 
is based on the "misinterpreta- 
tion"- of "probing questions" 
from the committee in relation 
to the concept of a distinctive 
regional network university. 
He describes the committee's 
work as "the most comprehen- 
sive study of post-secondary 
education undertaken i B.C. in 
many years." He added, "Very 
post-secondary education are 
evident, after a number 0fyears 
of severe restraint. A responsible 
government-appointed commit- 
tee has rtO consider very carefully 
how to advise meeting these 
needs equitably and effectively 
for the whole province." 
He concluded by saying that 
as a result of the Prince George 
meeting, the committee has re, 
ceived answers to many ques- 
tions from a number of North- 
ern groups which have confirm- 
ed tfiat the work done to date by 
the Interior University Society 
merits "the most serious con- 
sideration by government". 
Coming Events . . . .  
Thursday, December I -- The Order of Royal Purple.Lo.dge. #216 Ter- 
race - -  BINGO - -  at the Bingo Palace. All prooeeae to De oonateo ~to 
the Salvation Army Kettle Drive Christmas 1988. A cheque will be 
presented Dec. 3 at the Skeena Mall. 
Thursday, December 1 - -  The Sksenarrhornhlll school band concert 
will be held at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available 
at the door. 
December 2 & 4 - -  Metaphysical lecture and workshop with Peter Mor- 
ris. Physic healing, meditation, channelling and past lives. For more 
Information, call 635-5829 after 2:30 p.m. 
Saturday, December $ - -  Applloatlons for the Terrace Art Association 
Annual Christmas Arts and Crafts Sale held In the Art Gallery are now 
available at the Gallery, Library, Walllnda Crafts end Northern Lights 
Studio. The sale will be held from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Set up for artists will 
be Friday, December 2. 
Saturday, December 3 - -  The annual Christmas Tea and Bazaar of the 
United Church Women will be held at Knox United Church, 4908 
Lazelle Ave., from 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. Everyone Is welcome. 
Saturday, December 3 - -  Christ.ross Bake & Book Sa!e wl!/be_held in 
the Skeena Mall from 10 s.m. to 4 p.m. ~iponsoreo cy tne/errace 
Regional Museum Society. Donations of baking welcome. Proceeds to 
promote work at Heritage Park. For further Information phone 
635-2508 or 635-2096. 
Saturday, December 3 - -  Pancake breakfast at the Happy Gang 
Centre, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Sponsored by Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sioners' Organization. 
Saturday, December 3 - -  Kltsumkalum Ski Club SKI SWAP, -10 a.m. to 
2 p.m., 4717 Lakelse Ave. (beside liquor store). Open Friday, Dec. 2, 7 to 
9 p.m. to take In swap Items (skates welcome). "-~ 
Monday, December S - -  Spiritual Readings by Peter Morris. For more 
Information, call 635-5829 after 2:30 p.m. 
December S to 20 - -  Terrace Child Development Centre's second an- 
nual TREE OF LIGHTS. Buy a light on the Tree in honor of a person or 
group and help support the Terrace Child Development Centre. TREE 
OF LIGHTS - -  at the Skeena Mall. Tree will be lit December 16 at 7:30 
p.m. 
Tuesday, December 6 - -  Terracevlew Lodge Christmas Tea and 
Bazaar from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Ter- 
racevlew Lodge, 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace. Crafts, bake sale, tea 
tables, fish pond, raffles: EVERYONE IS WELCOMEI 
Tuesday, December 6 - -  There will be a PMS and Menopause 
workshop at the Women's Centre in Terrace. The PMS workshop Is 
from 7 to 9:30 p.m. The Menopause workshop is from I to 3:30 p.m. For 
more information please contact 635.3178. These workshops will be 
sponsored by Mental Health Network Northwest. 
Tuesday, December 6 - -  The public Is Invited to atend the Inaugural 
School Board meeting of School District No. 88 (Terrace), 7:30 p.m. at 
the School Board office on Kenney Street. 
Tuesday, December 6 - -  The Caledonia Music Department will be hav. 
Ing their Christmas Concert at 7:30 p.m. In the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The 
groups performing will be the Caledonia Concert and Stage Bands, 
the Caledonia Choir and the Caledonia Grade 7 Band. We hope to see 
you therel Merry Chrlstmasl Mr. G. Parr, Director. 
Tuesday, December 6 - -  The next general meeting of the Ladles' Aux- 
Iliary, Br. 1L3, Royal Canadian Legion, will start at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion. Don t forget your gift, food for hamper and a snack. Capt. 
Harker will be attending. Also election night for 1989 executive. Dues 
are also payable. 
Fdday, December g - -  PyJarna Partylll at 7:00 p.m. at the Terrace 
Public Library. This etorytlme Is for 5- to 8-year.aids and will be ap. 
proximately one hour long. You must register In advance, but there is 
no charge. Registrations accepted for one session only. Stories, 
crafts and popoornl Teddy's are welcomel Phone 638-8177 for further 
Information. 
Fflday, December g - -  Terrace Concert Society presents THE SPIRIT 
OF CHRISTMAS at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Yuletide merri- 
ment In the traditional way features the stories and times of Charles 
Dickens and Is presen!ed for the pleasure of the whole family. Tickets 
are available st Erwln s Jewellers In the Skeena Mall. 
Friday, I~¢omber 9 - -  The annual Christmas bazaar and bake..sale of 
the Skeena Valley (Fall) Fairs Association will be held at tits lerrece 
Co-op from noon to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, December 10 - -  Kermode Friendship Center Christmas 
Bazaar upstairs at the center on Kalum Street from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. If 
you would like a table, Jail 6354906. Arts and Crafts and baked goods 
will be featured. 
Saturday, Deoember $1 .-_ Spend New Year's Eve at.t_he Slke.~Hall. 
Muelo by the Rocky Tops. Pree rldse nome. uockta,e st / p.m., amner 
at 8 p.m. Tiokets are available at the Blumberlodge or phone 635-9537 
i or 635-,3160. 
Wednesday, January 2S, I l IM  - -  If you are oonoerned about protect- 
Ing the quality of our environment, get Involved In the Skeena Protec- 
tion Coalition, a broad.based environmental group. Bring issues, 
Ideas and enthusiasm to the meeting, 7 p.m., at the library arts room In 
Terrace. For more Information Jail Maursen Boetook at 635.3487. 
Saturday. Jan. 28, 19N . -  Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet will be 
present()d by the Terrace and Dletrlct Arts Council ,and the Terrace 
Concert 8o¢lety. Tiokete are aval!able at Erwln's Jewellsrs in the 
8keens Mall. All seats are reNrve(I. 
O 
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"Welcome to Terrace... we 
~e:aBlock parent community." 
TheSe words are displayed ona  
sign beside Hwy. 16 at the east- 
ern entrance ato Terrace, and 
according to •Terrace Block 
Parent  coordinator, Norma 
Bohle, serve as a silent warning 
toanyone coming.into town that 
"we keep an eye on our com- 
munity and our children". That 
sign, however, was only put in 
place after a "compromise" was 
made with the Ministry of 
Highways, and the plans for two 
i ii:: / •  
. Winding,  ,road for s igns 
three Block parent signs. Bohle 
says that their application was 
approved by' the RCMP and 
they thought they would have 
the signs in place "before the 
first f ros t " -  but government 
bureaucracy held up the project 
for almost a year. 
According to Bohle, a letter 
fromthe Ministry of Highways 
denied permission to erect any 
15 
additional signs, on Kalum Lake 
Road and the city's western en- 
trance, are presently on hold. 
Bohle says the idea for the 
signs originated in May of 1987 
when local officials were con- 
tacted verbally. This was follow- 
ed by a formal application to the 
RCMP Traffic Safety Division 
in Vancouver - -  over a year ago 
- -  seeking permission to install 
Ter race  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, November 30, 1988 
Thornhill. 
Terrace District H ighways•  
Manager Peter Wightman says 
' the problem is one of traffic 
s igns on highways property safety. He explains that the 
because they were in the process ministry's position by  saYing 
of formulating new policy, that most signs don't serve any 
governing this type of project, useful purpose as far as the 
She says that MLA Dave Parker travelling public are concerned, 
directed her to a ministry official but do serve as a distraction to 
in Victoria, who eventually drivers and compromise 
wrote a letter saying that a highway safety. Therefore, ac- 
"compromise" had beenreach- cording to Wightman, the 
ed and her group would be per- ministry is trying to keep the 
mitted to erect one sign in number of signs down, 
i 
Exciting! There's no better I~ CGE 9519 cordless phone featuring lest number edial, built-in 
word to describe B.C Ters newly 
renovated Terrace PhoneMart. 
Our newly decorated store features a 
stunning d&or designed to display 
and help you choose from the venj 
latest B.C. Tel products and services. 
From novelty to futurisr.Jc, 
see and test our complete line of telephone styles and sgstems! 
It's fun! And there's omething to suit your personal tastes 
and needs. 
~ u r  PhoneMart 
Grand Re'Opening, there will be a 10% reduc~on 
on all regularly priced telephones. But you'd better hurry. 
These special savings are in effect, Monday, December 5th only, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and ontg at the newly renovated 
Terrace PhoneMart. 
security, tone/pulse switching, and a 1000 ft range. A fabulous 
door prize, regular etail value $129.95. 
too, Nartt,u 
the PhoneMar~ robot will tell you all about B.C Tel's exciUng 
newly decorated Terrace PhoneMart...and, just like the Star Wars 
robot R2-D2, he's got a few tricks up his computer sleeve! 
Balloons for the kids, new phones you can mj, an ex.ddng 
new PhoneMart look and the chance to win a fabulous door prize 
...it's all happening at the newly renovated Terrace PhoneMart. 
f 
6rand Re-Opening... December 
Terrace PhoneMart, 3236 Kalum Street, Terrace. 
Monday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
5,1988! 
We make Hawayof life. 
¢ 
A -(.~- 
!/,]...- •. 
I 
• ,. J 
Special nlut 
, - -  , Jg '  
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The annual Happy Gang Tea and  Bazaar was as big a hit as ever as It attracted hundreds of 
shoppers looking for something a l ittle different with hand-made quality. First class quilts, 
c lothing and home-baked goods were just a few of the items available that brightened 
someone's day and may be found under local Christmas trees. 
Your  chance  to get  " • Invo lved  - .  
Keen House -- Call us for Support and Infer- " . The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
matloh If you are a victim of mental or physical Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
women, men and children. Phone 635-6447. In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
The Alzhelmar Information line: phone Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family mcetlngs are held the sec- 
635-3178.. and Wednesday of every month. For more In- 
ALANON. for family and friends of alcoholics, formation phone Dabble at 635-4383 or Helen 
If someone else's drinking Is affecting your at 6354336. 
life, at Alanon you can find others who share Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
your expeflence. Meetings are Monday and meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
Thursday at 8 p.m. In the conferencerooma on of the month st 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow'a Hall, 
the psychlatrlo ward at Mills Memorial 3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
Hospital, and on Wednesday st 1:30 p.m. st the call 635-2470. 
Alcohol and Drug office, downstairs st City The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second 
Hall, 3215 Eby. The Wednesday and Thursday Wednesday. of every month st 6:30 p.m. 
meetings are non-smoking gatherings. For Anyone Intereeted, please call Donna Mclsack 
more Information, call 638-1291. st 638-1964. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- Please, eeslat the less fortunate of Terrace. 
one elee's drinking. In Alateen you can meet The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving 
others who share your experience, and learn  donations from people of good will, so that 
about alcoholism as nn Illness. If alcohol Is a they may continue helping dlssdvantagedpeo- 
problem In your family, come to an Alateen_ .::-~pTe.÷~SehcP-yo'ur ~' c0ntrJbutlon to treasurer 
meeting 'on Thtimdi'y~:fr6i~*3:30*to 4~30" at - Josephine Buck, Room 200; 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Skeena Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more  Terrace, B.C., VSG 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
information, call 635-2436. 
The Terrace ChlM Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tlvltlee Include: bike riding, "swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more Infer. 
tuition contact Maureen or Monlque at 
635.9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's fall hours are: For 
10 - 12 year aids Tuesdays and Fridays 7 - 9 
p.m.; For 13 - 19 year aids Mondays and 
Wednesdays 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. We offer a variety 
of programs to Interest everyone who comes 
through the TYC or you can Just hang out, it's 
up to you. We are always In the market for vol- 
unteere tool The Terrace Youth Centre Is lo- 
cated at 4634 Welsh Avenue In the old Ukrain- 
ian Hall. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop in and catch 
the action. 
Interested In helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but still in- 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling your calendar. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or If you wished you had gone into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more Information, con- 
"tact Finn Larsen at638-1377. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people IIv. 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janlce at 635-9322. 
The Toeetmsatem Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month 'at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In 
and see what It's all about. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Childrenagee 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge xpected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635.2621. We look forward 
to seeing youl 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at ?:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the Group Is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become pert of this Group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season, Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635q623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Tenace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month st the Legion. 
Rag Ister by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635-5992 or 635-9141. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activitlee: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contactthe Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. st 635-9090. 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace meets the first 
and third Thursday of every month. For further- 
Info., call Steve Mcleack at 638-1964. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Terrace, re-opens after summer 
closure on Monday, Sept. 19. New center hours 
are Monday to Friday Including lunch hour 
Tuesday evenings 7 to 9 p.m. All women are 
welcome. For further Info. call 6380228. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- '/our Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor-Is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP -- 635-2063. 
Tensce Pipes.& Drums -- Anyone Interested In 
learning how' to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635,2009 or 635-5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested in 
participating In the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Tmrece Art Association Is looking for 
volunteers to work st the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenlnga and weekends. 
Shlfts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenlnge. Any In. 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Meureen 
Woroby st 6354533. 
knyone Interested In Joining a 8undvom of Sex. 
ual Ammult group, phone Carol at 635.4042. 
Alcohol and Drug Hucetlon Video Hlght st 
Mille Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p,m, 
;.!~-~.:/~;;~,;]S,, :,:~:,, ~* " '~ - . .., .-,., ,' ~,'.: / ;~"  
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"i will both lay me down 
in peace, and sleep: for 
thou, Lord, only maketh 
me dwell in safety." 
Psalm 4:8 
Sacred Heart Catho!ic Church 
Mass Times. ~ • Pastor. 
Saturday: 7i30 p.m. • Fr. AllanF. Noonon, 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. * 
111:30 a.m. = 
'4830 Straume'Avenue i • 635 2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: . 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
~wnday School classes ~ ~ dludng the 9 a;m..mCvice, Child cam le 
"4506 Lakelse Avenue `"""°m''°'m'-'~'' 635-9019 
I 
' Christ lr,utheran Church 
• Starting Sunday Nov. 6,Worshlp Ser~,ice at 9:30 a .m.  
Sunday School 10.30 a.m. 
Pastor. Donald P, Bolstad ' . 
3229 Sparks Street • , .  . 635-5520 
I ! :--""Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
I Sabbath khooi:  Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday !1:00 a.m. 
'3306 Griff iths 
• ale Unruh - -  t41S-7513 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. : 
• • 635.3232 
Evange-li-Cal Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Survlcee: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Soarks Street 
Puator8 :  
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p,m. 
635.5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday khool:  
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister: 
Ston Bailey 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Servlco: 
8:30 a.m.  
Associate Peeton 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Peeton 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service" 6:30 p.m. 
635.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 o.m. Als't Pater:Douglas Gins 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 
All are cordially Invited 
Youtl; Ministr ies,  Home Bible Studies,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 o.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Sert~=ea: Piston. 
11 a.m: & 5 p.m. Peter SIuya -- 635-2821 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:3G a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
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This lethe yacht that Terrace lawyer Jeff Arndt and his 
crew sailed to victory at the recent Grand Prlx Regatta in 
Seattle. It's christened "Balderdash". 
Jeff Arndt wins 
big sailing event 
Jeff Arndt of Terrace and his 
crew of nine won a major sailing 
championship with sailboat 
"Balderdash" in Seattle on the 
weekend of Nov. 12. 
by Pare Whitaker 
His Dash-34 placed in the top 
three at the invitational Grand 
Prix Regatta sponsore d by the 
Pacific Northwest International 
Yachting Association. They 
were first in their division, which 
included 88 boats of similar 
capabilities. 
"I  have the finest crew I could 
ask for," Arndt said in a recent 
• interview. " I  can't stress enough 
it's a team effort. If you can't 
get it together as a team, you 
can't win." 
His team consists of eight men 
and one woman - -  "she keeps a 
moral tone," he explained. 
Crew member Rod Cousins is 
" from Terrace and the others are 
from Seattle, Vancouver and 
Victoria areas. They are all 
friends who have sailed together 
in the past. 
• ~ Arndt moors his boat in Vic- 
toria' and from there it is launch- 
edto  attend various competi- 
tions throughout the year. It is 
the placings in these competi- 
tions that determine if they will 
be invited to a compe`tition like 
the Grand Prix Regatta the 
championship of champions. 
"We have really done well in 
the past year," Arndtadmitted. 
• One of the qualifying races they 
entered was the Southern Straits. 
of Georgia Race at Easter. "It 
was the wildest ride we ever had 
because of the weather," he 
said. "At one time we were 
averaging 14 knots." They won 
that race and qualified five more 
times in 1988, once at the 
Whidbey Island races. Whidbey 
is about 40 miles north of Seat- 
tle. They also won a competition 
there in 1986, (Section B) and 
Arndt has a trophy on his desk 
to prove it. 
" In '86 the first race in that 
week of events, we came dead 
last," he said. "The last race we 
came first!" 
Arndt, a lawyer, has lived in 
Terrace for ten years. He began 
sailing when he was three years 
old. "My uncle - -  and mentor 
--~ had a sailboat and would take 
me out,'; he explained. When 
nine years old, the, uncle gave 
him a rowboat, and in that little 
craft he developed a love for the 
sea and its challenges. 
"Sailing is fun," Arndt said, 
"and relaxing. It's a good h0b- 
by." His wife, Ellen, does not 
take part in the races but enjoys 
cruising when she has the oppor- 
tunity. 
Only for those races where 
competition is going to be 
fiercest does Arndt head south 
with Rod Cousins to round up 
the rest of his crew. He em- 
phasized: "In no other sport is 
team cooperation and integra- 
tion more critical. You have to 
depend on the, crew and they on 
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New:crown: land catalogue out 
The fall 1988 edition of the 
Crown. .Land  Market ing 
Catalogue is now available. 
The catalogue lists some 1,700 
Crown Or Crown Corporation 
lands currently av~lable for im- 
mediate sale or lease. The total 
estimated value of lands listed is 
over $150 million. 
The catalogue is published 
several times throughout the 
year by the Ministry of Crown 
Lands Real Estate Services. 
Branch. The fistings included in 
the catalogue are selected from 
the ministry's computerized land 
inventory system .... Previous 
issues of the catalogue have 
assisted in sales of $25 million in 
Crown and Crown Corporation 
lands since 1986. 
Lands listed include agricul- 
tural, commercial, industrial, 
recreational and residential 
properties in all .regions of the 
province. The lands are offered 
I 
at current appraised market at any of these locations or may 
v a l u e . .  . .  purchase a copy for $20 from 
Copies of the catalogue are. Crown Publications Inc. at 546 
being distributed to regional of, Yates Street, Victoria, B.C. 
rices of the Ministry of Crown V8W IK8. 
Lands, Ministry of Forests, B.C. Individuals needing further 
Government Agents, B.C. information on any of the prop-' 
Assessment Authority and erties listed in the catalogue 
public libraries. The general should contact the nearest 
public can view the publication Regional Lands Office. 
Nominations sought 
British Columbians till have 
a month left to submit nominees 
for the 1988 Minister's Environ- 
mental Awards. 
"These awards focus i~Ubfic 
recognition and generate sup- 
port for individuals, businesses 
and organizations that show 
leadership in improving environ- 
mental quality - -  and anyone in 
B.C. can nominate their choice 
of candidate," says Environ- 
ment Minister Bruce Strachan. 
The awards are given in six 
categories: individual citizen, 
youth or school group, citizens' 
• group, bus!ness/indust~ai, gov- 
ernment, agency and environ- 
mental education., 
Nominations may be submit- 
ted through any office of the 
Ministry of Environment before 
December 31, 1988, and the win- 
ners will be announced before 
March 31, 1989. 
What'sgreen, 
3 km wide and 
stretches from 
coast to coast? 
, k .= 4 
The two billion 
young trees 
planted in British 
Columbia during 
thepast 50years 
are the equivalent 
of a ribbon of 
reforestation 
stretching 3 km 
deep across the 
entire length of 
Canada. 
This year, 
British Columbia 
reforested more than 169,000 hectares 
with a record 200 million seedlings. 
That's two new trees for every one 
harvested. At this rate, we'll see 
another two billion seedlings planted 
• ~ . , . i 
. . . .  I . . . .  I 
in less than 10 
years. 
That's good 
news for British 
Columbia nd the 
more than 82,000 
men and women 
employed in our 
$13 billion forest 
products ector, 
a genuine B.C. 
growth industry. 
For more 
information about 
B.C.'s reforestation program, contact 
your MLA, your nearest Government 
Agent, or write to the Hen. Dave Parker, 
Minister of Forests, Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria V8V 1X4. 
Together. A Better B.C. 
" ':~ ~:::i(i~ ? '  ~:~i'~i,,~:!~,!,~i:, i!~i, I' i ,  ~ i :  
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IT'~ I.IELPFUL TO TRY ~I 
TO ANTICIPATE .WIJ~RF~I 
,. TI.IE CARRIER I~ <~I 
LIKELY TO TIJROW IT ~! 
~ ~ 1  
THE: .TWO MOST 
FREQUENT AREA~ 
"TO WATCH FOR..: - 
I B.C, 
t " 
I~~ ir/ : _~ ~ 5 1 r c o M .  
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" ' I The Ryatts 
Bert Salanskl, a 16-year-old student at Lakelse Junior High, 
:. # / . ,~  
is one of several youths who spend part of their days learn- 
Ing woodworking skills at the school. The piece being trim- II,tl0MMY, TRIll 
reed here will go into a clock, which may be part of a pre- / tiA5 elIEP.@ ON iT.#' 
Christmas craft sale of items built by the students. - ' - - ' - ' - ' - '1 / - ' - - - - "~ 
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Exterior and interior paznts 
• Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
BY JOHNNY, HART I'" 
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By Jack Eirod J " 
i 
"A I1 the supplies you need" I 
SolIy Forth 4610 Lazelle I 
635-6600 / 
6 Eggs 
7 Most recent 
8 Typeof pin 
9 Monster 
10 Happiness 
t I Appear 
19 Before 
21 Ocean 
24 Gear 
25 Past 
26 Color 
28 Tablet 
27 Game fish 
31. Era 54 Born 
32 Be 55 Hindu month 
Paragons 56 Gr. resistance group 
,31 More unhappy 57 Accomplished 
40. Permit 58 Church season 
41 Top card 
42 Materialize DOWN 
45 Tension 1 Insects 
49 Polilicel union 2 Xmas 
50 Paid notices 3 Shade 
52 Consfrucl .4 Purpose 
53 Inclinsllon 5 Liegeman 
I 
I 
I 
I 
THIS WEEKS 
. . . . .  PUZZLE ANSWER 
ACROSS • 
! Agalnsl , =I B I 0 0 
S Get. nameprelix ~~t~i~ 
8 Gear teeth 131HIVIWI ~IOIViOlOI'llgl 
12 Midday S S~.~_J.~_.~.iS_.~t:I V ::1 d d V 
13 Hail! 
14 Leer -- -- 
15 Canvas sheller 
lB Culling Iooi 
11 Woody plenl 
16 Dozes 
20 Hono~ 
22 Nail. Rllle Assn., Inll ~ ! ~ 1  ~ 
23 Observe 
24 Trust 
Id ,~ we ~,i.ANr ) l ]~o:  o u ~  
I. T.' eeepe .w~u./I|I ~I.4¢TA i:'i.~INT .4 '~ 
I TAE.Y GROW J l~ . /  COW "re GET _ I 
i ) JA£K~I" ~ \ BE 6"l'~I~lTI J~ ,1,,o hi ~' WdOSE JP/.K~f . '(Od 6A% ~'AIdSW~ 
I I "  I "~ eo~,faf ~.I ,MemJ, 
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29 Mine product 
" By Greg  Howard  I. 
m 
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...u,,.0-,.,.. I AndyCapp " I 34 Chooses . ' .'~, ~ ~ 3SMeado*. ' :,':. ':~ , ByRegg ieSmythe  ' 
37 Spoke rudely ' ". 
. o , , . . . , °  __ .  
, , P r ,es ,  e"  " ' -  ' ' - ~ e  
43 Implorsd r - ,  
44 Cornbread 
46 Soolhe 
48 Transmtlled 
51 The gods " ' 
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byRoy Green ing  
In the days following the Re- 
membrance Day ceremony by 
the cenotaph,at city hall, I was 
astonished to .see the wreaths 
that had been placed there so 
reverently on November II still 
there. 
I was surprised because most 
things that are not tied down 
and are left in public are taken 
or vandalized. This is not so 
with the wreaths, which were 
allowed to remain there for 
q~te some time. I have this 
feeling that even the worst of 
our kind hold this memorial and 
its meaning sacred and would 
not think to desecrate it. Every 
citizen, it appears, no matter 
what their upbringing or cir- 
cumstance, holds a great respect 
for our soldiers, sailors and air- 
men who gave their lives for 
Canada. 
I speak for all living veterans 
and thank all the people for their 
thoughtfulness for respecting 
the monument hat means so 
much to the Canadian people. 
There is another group of 
citizens that I have great respect 
for, and that is the young people 
of  Terrace. I was asked to speak 
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Remembrance Day wreaths 
respected by all 
._at three schools about he reason I have this feeling that even 
• for Remembrance Day: Skeena 
Junior Secondary, Caledonia 
Senior Secondary and the Cen- 
tennial Christian School. At 
each school I found the students 
to be attentive and very 
courteous. 
I was a little sui'prised at this 
since these young people have no 
memories about what happened 
during the wars which took 
place so long ago. On behalf of 
the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch #13, and all other 
veterans, I would like to thank 
the students and their teachers 
for giving our speakers such re- 
spect and consideration. Again, 
though the students are, in ac- 
tual fact, getting a history 
lesson, they somehow know that 
there is a bond. between them 
and their fellow citizens who 
died for them on the battlefields 
so long ago. 
Perhaps this is why the damp 
and shrivelled wreaths are left 
unmolested for the time that 
they are allowed to be there 
before being reverently re- 
moved. 
Please note: The deadline for 
renewing Legion membership 
has changed. It is January l, 
1989. 
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Smiling faces greeted hundreds of early Christmas shop- 
pers at the Happy Gang Tea and Bazaar, The variety and 
quality of the many homemade crafts sold at the bazaar 
may be showing up under many trees on Dec. 25. The Smil- 
ing face above is Happy Gang member Jean Limin. 
Handbook published for small-scale foresters 
information on the processes in- 
volved in forest +_land manage- 
ment, from setting management 
objectives to harvesting and 
marketing forest products. 
The handbook, developed for 
the two levels of government by 
Reid, Collins and Associates of 
Forestry Canada and the 
British Columbia Forest Service 
have published a handbook on 
forest management for small- 
scale private forest land owners, 
woodlot licencees and Indian 
bands. 
The .handbook provides basic 
Development Agreement. 
Copies are available free of 
charge to small-scale woodland 
managers from the B.C. Forest 
Service's district and regional 
offices or the Victoria office 
of the Ministry of Forests' 
t imber harvesting branch. 
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Vancouver, takes a 'how-to' ap- 
proach to forest management 
and is designed as a guidebook 
rather than a text on the subject. 
Production Of the handbook 
was funded under the $300- 
million, five-year, federal-pro- 
v inc ia l  Forest  Resource 
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'BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
$159. for 25 words *($3. per each additional word) Call The •Terrace Review at 635-7840 
:+! ~* BUSIN~;SS BUSINESS 
AUTOMOTIVE OPPORTUNITIES PERSONALS FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED SERVICES 
74~'Hayes w/rigQIn, g, and Earning Over $55,000 Per Body? Mind? Spirit? Who . . . . . . . .  . .  ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
box. 350 GM 383 s 13 , Je r rma remote televls=on Year? Don t Pay Taxi =Total are you? Call Dlanetics Hot , . , ,n ,o . ,=. .  ¢4-, n,: ~_...., General Manager Houston Dale Carr-Harrls - 20 years 
speed• 200 hours on engine. ,1 o .. . . . . . . . .  ,,,~.,,.,. ,.~,o=, tax relief 00~ financing Line Toll-Free 1.800-F.O.R• r,h.,. ,  . . . .  ,,,. =^^,^_ .^ & Dis t r ic t  Credit  Union a trial lawyer with five years 
' - % J l l l lO t l l lO0  y l l tO  ra l ,  p tU ly  leP  Chains ,  spares, wrappers• *Attractive continued yields T.R•U.T•H•) 1-800,367-8788. conditl'-n--" = " - - - " -  • - -  seeks self-motivated expan- medical school before law. 
8,C• certified. No off high- u o ,  u ,,,u.m w..f- =No money at risk .Proven . • sign oriented enterprising 0-669-4922 (V.ancouver). Ex- 
way $12,500. Norm 968 . . . . . .  rantv Mall  orders accepted pertormance .No aown pay- - ' • manager. Membership of perlenced In head Injury 4419. . . . . . . . . .  EDUCATIONAL Deafer l serv ice ,  fund raising ment Par More intormatmn . . . . . .  920. Assets of $2 .8  million and other major claims. Per- 
Ford medium and heavy- - -  "• . . . . .  groups wemome universal uontact' ueneen uunnmg-  . in communi ty  o f  5,000. centage fees available• 
ha,,, D;,,,,,=-, r,,,,,,~),,=,,,, Victor Hairdressing School,. T.V. 533-3060. .Bank or trust company ex- duty trucks for all purposes . . . . . . .  , . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 7.=0 =..., e+...., we..,..,. .  
Cal/Doug Schochenmalerat Van*~,n= .q,.~.,=t;== =,,~ "'-~ ~'~" " "°" ' ,  " "  . . . .  , perlence essential. Send re- TRAVEL 
" ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' B C VSW 1H2. Now accept-- Dam's Ford Trucks, Surrey, #830 - 800 West Pender ,:.'." . . . .  ,,...^_, ~ . . . .  . . . . .  A r thr i t i c  gain? Ach ing sums stating expected sol- S ~ C L " n -  
tr  C ,,,u o,,,u,,,,,o,,¢ ,u ,  ,,~,,, B.C. 588-9921, 858-5852, 1- S eat, Vancouver ,  B• . _ . . . . .  , , . . . . , .^. . ,  f, . . . .  back? Stiff Joints? Sleeping ary to Box 1480, Houston, ada e Favorite, has ski and 
• 800-242-DAMS, Res. 531- ff C 2V6 604 2 4445 Act m==~,= ~=,,~ ..uu,, , , .°- , . -  L . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  ,, 6 ( )68 - • - ; ' - -  - " - "  . . . .  fr"sher .u ,uur  ueulan UI I  B.C. V0J 1Z0• stay packages for only $331 
• , I i l l  ~lOg U I IU I l I I~  Ig  g 4556. now before they re gone. ..~g:......., ,.. ,...,..~;...,.,... helpsll Send $1 fo r  bro- ~ day (double occupancy,  
~uyl l -eae any  gas, diesel Closing December 15, 1988. ,,.n,~,=oo,.,,,, 2 churelinformation: Beulah minimum 3 days, White 
car or truck, new or used. Call Nowl Vantage Se_¢uri- ~ ' ' ! '~""  " Land, Box 1086, Portage La The Min is t ry  of Social Ser- Sale). Other packages avail- 
"Direct from volume factory ties Inc. Sold only oy I-'roe- . _ . . . . . . .  I-,rairle) Man. R1N 3C5. vices and Hous ing  Is re, aSle. 1.800.861-1158. 
dealer. Ce i l fo r  pre-approv- pectus and/or  o f fer ing  .Learn one ~ecrets or unoro- crultlng potential Careglvere W ~  
• ed credit. Call collect 464- Memorandum in B.C. Ing.On Guitar. New home Llghtin~ Fixtures. Western in the Merrltt area to pro- ~ .  
O271. D5231. - r ~ .  s tuoy course. Past, easy Canada s largest display vide group home and epec- man, 18 years experience, 
/ I I I IV I I t  W i , /g¢: t t ,  l ty  Oa l I J l l .  I~UOy ' ' 
toni  I let=finn i . . . . . .  a,.,., method. Guaranteedl For Wholesale and retail• Free ial care home services for inter-provincial ticket, ex- 
. . .~ .  wvv~ev•  w, lO l  ° OK i i f l J l  I ,  • '$1 Down leases a new Par or ,,,""w"",; ro.,,,=,,,,=.--" ,.=o,Y'"-' . . . . .  0=, Free Informat ion,  wr i te.  Catalogues available. Nor. adolescents• Salary, opera- p erlence in estimating, colli- 
truck. Seven year warranty, nrn~A-.d ¢~Kn nnn ~.,~, Studio 4B, Popular Music, burn Lighting Centre., 4600 tlonal costs, and rel ief  ex- sign, painting, and manage- 
Payments from $139.1Mo. ~,~,%'~'"A,iT,'""~;~"~T,.~'~; 3284 Boucherle HOEd, Kel- East Hastings Street, Burn- pences are open to negotla- meat. ReplyBox 141, West- 
O.A.C. Call leasemanager . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,o , , , , ,=^ v,  at (604)465-8931. DL5564. Campbell River. (604)287- owna) B.C. V1Z 2H2. ab,~B, cC~,V"5C 2K5. Phone t ion.  Interested part ies side Sun, Box 1240, West- 
- 2862 eves~ 287-7355 office. Free: 1988 guide to  study- P--~Hmoo. should address correspon- bank, B.C. V0H 2A0 or 
Take over  payments 1988 . . . .  . at-home correspondence Macln" - -  - _ donee to: M.S.S.H., Bag Telephone (604)769-4897. 
Bronco II $399. per month, uooy uee ign commercia l  Di'qomacours °"  for " - r ' - " -  . .teen uomputers ano 4400, Merrltt,  B.C. VOK 
, ,,,, ~, ,~o,,u- Per0pnerals Brand name All makes, care and trucks toning tables. Leaders in ious careers' Ar~,-,,ntln,~ . , 2B0 or contact Penny 
available. Cash allowances passive exercise equipment. Alrcondltlonin'n "B'o"ol~k'ee ~' new guaranteed, sealed car- Michele at 1-378-9388. h1~1~[~= 
for trede-ln. Call 1-800-663- Own your salon for $33,000. lag, Buslness,='~osmetolog~ tons, priced hundreds of "" " 
6933) Dick Miller) DL.8196. No franchise fees or hidden Electronics Le,,aF u.,~,,,-, oollars lower than retail; .-,.1-.,-.-----e,l~.,=.JII,.m~w~ 
costs. 1(604)488-9336 col- Secretaru  a,,,,,h,,=,,,,,, all for quotes (604)820- BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES lect. Travel• G; ;n tor~ '0 ' ,~ ' ) " l~  a33~5~e~)te~sa and Mastercard HELP WANTED 
We built a ,uccessfuI buei- 2800 eq. ft. block build- .WeStvancouverGeorgIal-800.258.1121St. #2 2, t- ' Cable Tool Water Well Dr,l- , . .  WORDS 
Inr, Paved narkinn Pre- . . . . .  ler  Wanted for year round ~)  ness on our ownl Retiring, =,• " "" " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  Comics and games subscrlp- 
so we're selling on our ownl sently butcher, convenience -, . . . .  *~ . . . .  . . . . .  , . . . . . .  EQUIPMENT AND tions Huge selection, new work in Edmonton and area. SiS9 
Bridge Street Cleaners and o~u,o, vmo, o.~o,~,,,o~o pug- . . . .  • • - MACHINERY and back Issues Discounts Must be qualified for dam- 
Custom Decorators, Prince- sam. two tearers, WmK- ~ Up to :'b~o,'-" prompt" . . . .  oeiivery estlc water wells. Phone toll 
In freezers. Heavy traffic. Self unloadln box, no h -  ^ . . . . . . . . . . .  free: 1-800.861-3988 Alberta ton, B.C. started 1953, g Y fu, Ch,lot,,,-=. Fu~ I.fu, Th ,  
growing in thriving, revit- Must sell ,  owner retiring, draulics, mechanical unload- t ,^_,^ . , .^~..  ,, ,-, ,,__ hours: 8:00 - 5:00. 
• l l ag l  I l I1~ g lUh~l ,  r ' .~ / .  I~g J~ '  811zed oommunity with solid Quesnel 992-7110. Ing. Fits any standard size . . . . . . . . . . . .  0, ,,,,.~, ., ,  h,w M=o~= tt l .= n zu~u, New westminster ,  Wanted: Teiep-h0ne Cable • financial base: Lumber, +' , . ' , ' - " " ;  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.  ner  each Growing 19 year old U.S. ~qn_~n~ I~m~lmr InnlJirlmn V3L 5L2. Splicers for seasonal or year 
mining, agricuitural indust- company new to Canada is ~,,'~'~."~L; . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  "~- n^, - . r~c- , ,=~n~ round work. Top rate paid. 
des, Includes; dry cleaning, offering a business oppor- F ~  " " " '~" ' " "  Cal l  Spl ice Tech col lect • add=tienal word 
personal laundry, rug and tunlt In our area. Invest- • g r Y Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wi 'h - - - r -  Inte sated In Greenhouse or (403)938-4643 or write: Box 
upholstery shampooing, ment under ~m nnn Secured =ouuer u,  [ruuK ~ upu u- u,,,~ . . . . .  =,. P.o,~..,,=,,,,o 41S, Okotoks, Alberta. T0L 
Custom Decorators;drapes, " " "  . . . . . .  - " ' " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"  q P : ) )dD Aj with stock t~n tn 58% re- tar. By hour or contract, n . . . .  ~. . . . . . .  ¢~,,= ,~,,,~,,,. 1T0. fabrics, upholstery, blinds, • - "  "" uur- ..,.~"" -...-.~n~ -....=,,-~-..-T="~'='~°"=" +,....-°~'~ *,.,~,,,..uuooo , . . . . .  .,~.....- turn on your money. ~ ,~,,,o ~,,h ,,,,0,o,,,, m,,,,,., panic Gardens S39., Halides PERSONALS 
carpets, flooring. Sales and Calgary out let  nettea ..~,zv';;~'~,,,,'~,"'-~;,~ . . . . . . . .  from $140. Over 2000 pro- Or ienta l  Young Lad las l i l  
made to order. Town Center $150,000. in the last u . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  z. ducts in stock, super prices. (Mostly FIIIp!nos). Wishing i 
31'X99' frame and concrete months. Info call Mr. Eburn =~-, ~= u ,a~ Free Catalogue ca l l  Toll 
b lock bu i ld ing w/ la rge  762-8316. ~ ~  Free 1.800-8~-5619. Water ~.o correspona and eventual- 
apartment above, 31'X53' 3 . Books, Books, Books Hund- Farms, 1244 Seymour St., ly meet Sincere Gentlemeh; 
bedrooms, 2 bath, electric Free Photo-catalogue. Write ~ 
heat, ful ly carpeted. Shop reds of titles on all eubJests. Vancouver~ B.C. V6B 3N9. to: SIg, Box 20¢31 VMPO. 
and apartment alrcondltlon. . , . . . . . . .  . Hardcover, paperback, and HEALTH & BEAUTY Vancouver) B.C. VSB 3T2. (~ 
ed. Asking $75,000 for bus- wen estaotmneo magazme, chlldrens Uo to 85% off • Hope Cancer Health Centre gift, lottery store In Shus r , . . . " o Ig lnal  pul~'lished price Inform . . . . .  ' Would you like to corres- 
ins ,  and equipment or wap'e tar°set mall. Sa=es Free Catalonue Book Pu~ . arran, eoucation,, eu.p- pond w i th  unattached 
$200,000 Including bui ld ing e700 000+ Room for ex- q=h=,= n~=o~,;,,;:o r~o~u port,, counselling ano semln- Christian people in Canada/ + 
• and property. Contact Mel " , ' , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~=, , ,  ensign ~oon. Must sell be- 75 MIIIiken Blvd., Unit ~, pr~t for cancer patients and USA with the object being 1 
or Norms Turner ,  Box 446, ~re  January, 1989, Best Scarborounh Ontar i -  " " "  a Illes. 732-3412 Toll Free companionship/ Marriage? Princeton, B.C. V0X 1WO. Phone (604) 205-7133. offer. 832-92~4~ 832-7798. 2R,~ =, , u. ,v,,v 1.8(X)-633--5137 courtesy of ' Write to Ash°rove, Box 205, I . . . . . . . .  " Fraterna! O_rder of Eagles. Chue~ B.C. VOE 1M0. 938-1988 
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To give away: 3 budgie birds (one 
white, one green and one blue) with 
large cage. Phone 638-8028. 12/9 
Wanted: horse 15 hand high or 
larger. Must be gentle. Price 
negotiable. Phone 635-2242. 12/9 
Registered Miniature Schnauzer 
puppies, black and silver, one male, 
one female, ears cropped (salt and 
pepper ready soon). Phone 632-5294. 
12/16 
One cream miniature Poodle puppy; 
male. Phone 632-5294. 12/16 
One Miniature American Eskimo 
puppy, female (looks like tiny 
Samoyed) tattoed, de-wormed, vac- 
cin~ted. Phone 632-5294. 12/16 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive Company, famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
to become a consultant, please call 
collect 624.3445. Serious callers on- 
ly. 12/30 
REMARKABLE 
SUCCESS 
Flourishing Shoplifting Pre- 
vention Corl)Qratlon seeks in- 
dustrious person or pro- 
gressive company for exclusive 
regional Dealership due to ex- 
ceptional solid growth and 
high demand. For details, call: 
Mr.Abmmmon at 
1-251-1000 12f/O 
TOOLSlll 
Seeking dealers for brand new 
concept of ratchets. Patented. 
State-of-the-Artl High profltll 
Totally ground floor oppor- 
tunity. 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
Monday to Friday. Phone 
1-852-3335. 11r~0o 
I I 
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Thriving excavat ing and  
gravel  bus iness  (with 
shop and gravel  pit) 
l ocated  In Thornh i l l .  
Phone 635-3939. ~=r~ 
I I I I 
I I I I  
Harry Murphy,  O.D. 
Optometr ist  
4550 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace,  B.C. 
wishes to announce the 
relocat ion of his 
practice to: 
4609 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
For appointment,  phone 
635-5620 1=1p 
Classified Ads-Deadline is Monday, 1 p.m. 
As a public imrvlce the Tm=¢~  will pdnt free.of charge a.ny .od offer!.ng to share i
something with the commun!~ (ell., rides, child care, tree Itemr). m acmluon mere we. oe 1 
no charge for Lost 8 Found' or for ads placed by Individuals eeking work. 
IIATIISt Non-display = per Issue: $4.00 for 30"words or less, additional . 
words 5¢ each. 
Display - per Issue: $4.75 per column Inch. " 
We reserve the right to Classify. edit or refuse any advertisement . . . . . . . . . . .  
11RMI= Payment with order.shieD otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment o: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7• ~ 
1075 8aab 99, excellent condlt/on. 
Needs new door handle, new side 
rear window latch, and starter 
(Bosch). Otherwise It is an excellent 
front wheel drive car -- 2 door. Ask- 
ing $2,500. Call Chris at 635-2975. 
12/7p 
1076 Chew Nova, Just over 40,000 
original miles. Needs new radiator 
and rear brakes. Rust on driver's 
side and rear wheel wells. Excellent 
condition otherwise. Runs like a top. 
350 automatic. Asking $1,900. Call 
Chris at 635-2075. 12/7p 
i982 Honda Accord,5-speed, 80,000 
mi. Sunroof, new muffler, new 
brakes, 4 extra winter radials, pep 
moshlne. Asking $4,800. Call 
635-3077, evenings, or 638.3158. Ask 
for Dean. 12r/p 
Movlng -- must soft 1984 Ford Tem- 
dPO In excellent shape, 5-speed stan, 
ard, new wlnter fires. Asklng $6,000 
obe. Phone 635-7737 before 5 p.m. or 
635-3241 after 5 p.m. 12/14p 
1973 Char. Monte Cede, 350 V8, 
auto., PS, PB, blue with white In- 
terior, well maintained, JVC'stereo, 
looks and runs great! $2.200.Phone 
638:1516. ~- .... 12/21p 
t983 Nlsean Pulsar NX, excellent 
condition, 5-speed, cassette stereo, 
new muffler and clutch, 33,000 
miles. Asking $4,800. Phone 
638.1664. 11130p 
1985 Volkswagen Westphalia 
camper van; hardly used. Asking 
$18,000 fl rm. Phone 635-2507. 12/9 
1981 Camero sports coup; one own- 
er, low mileage, ps, pb, air condition- 
Ing, tilt steering, new brakes good 
rubber. Asking $5,895. Phone 
627-1022. 12/9 
1981 Chew Chevette; 4.door, AMIFM 
cassette stereo, perfect running 
condition, extremely well maintain- 
ed. Asking $3,000. Phone 635-9467. 
12/16 
1977 Chevrolet Impala station 
wagon; ps, pb, good condition. Ask- 
ing $1,500 obo. Phone 624-3937. 
12/16 
1975 Dodge 9.passenger station 
wagon; new brakes good tires, very 
little rust. Asking $800 obo. Phone 
635-3938. 12/9 
1974 Econoline Van; good (~ondition. 
Asking $1,000 obo. Phone 624-3937. 
12/16 
1969 Cadillac Coupe de Vllle; 76,000 
original miles, body & mechanics re- 
cently restored. Cost $6,000. Asking 
$4,750. Phone 635-9467. 12/16 
Experienced babysitter n m~l.e~! for 
weekend sitting. Phone ~uo-c~u,o. 
tfnc 
WOODLANDS 
MANAGER 
A Terrace company redulres 
experlenoed Woodlands 
Manager to report dlrectly to 
the President. The company 
has a forest Ilcen8e with a 
substantial annual allowable 
cut In the Terrace area. Please 
submit resume Including 
references to: 
P.O. Box 761, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4R1 
salary and profit sharing plan 
are negotiable depending on 
candidate's employment 
history and references. 11/30c 
Valuable opportunity: We are a pro- 
fesslonal dental team seeking two 
. Intelligent, self.motivated members. 
One chalrslde assistant and one 
front desk financial person. We are 
a career-oriented team losing long- 
term employee due to motherhood 
and requiring one more member for 
our oxpandlng practice. If you are 
excited about entering the health 
care profession, we are willing to' 
train, Please bring resume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucehlettl 
4e23 Lakelse Avenue, 
: Teams, B.C. 
VSG 11)9 :I'2/7c 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
A national courier company,• 
Locals Courier Service, requires 
an energetic person for their Ter- 
race office. 
The successful applicant will 
have a pleasant phone manner 
and will enjoy working with the 
public. This person will be ex- 
pected to receive freight from 
customers and to deal with 
customer phone enquiries. The 
Job Includes In-house audits, 
report preparation and radio 
dispatch of courier drivers. 
Please send resumes to: 
• David C, Andrews 
Locals Couder 8e~lce 
5011 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11(8 
Closing date is Friday, 
December 2,1988. 11/30c 
Dependable woman will do 
housework, $101hour. Men., Tues., 
Thurs., Frl. :References supplied. 
Phone 6354332. 12r/p 
I 
~=~ Skeena Sawmills e 
WOODS ACCOUNTANT 
Our Sawmil l /Logging operation has an Immediate 
op~ning for a Woods Accountant.  
THE POSITION=The responsibi l i t ies of this posit ion In- 
c lude all aspects of accounting for a modern logging 
operat ion;  budgeUng, forecasting, cost analysis and 
control.  
Reporting to the  Mill Accountant,  the successful  can- 
d idate wil l  be a key member of the •management eam 
and must be ab le to  communicate effective!y with all 
levels o f  management.  
QUALIFICATIONS: Enrollment in the 2nd or 3rd level of 
the CGAor  RIA program. Previous experience in the 
forest Industry would be an asset but not essential.  
BENEFITS: We offer a competit ive salary and an ex- 
cel lent fr inge benefit  package. Please apply in con- 
f idence detai l ing work experience and qual i f icat ions 
to" 
A.H. Wlebe, Accountant/Off ice Manager 
SKEENA SAWMILLS 
P,O. Box 10, Terrace, B.C. V8Q 4AS ,me 
ImportantMessage for Businesses and Managersl 
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS? 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the Hazar- 
dous Products Act that require very workplace in Canada to 
have a WHMIS --  Workplace Hazardous Materials Informs- 
tion System. 
• inventory of hazardous mateflals 
• labelling and classlfleation 
• material safety data sheets (MSDS) 
• employee h~ining 
Call us today for free initial consultation. 
Sheridan Jackman Consultants Inc. 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B,C. V8G 11)4 
Telephone (604) 635-95 i I 12/~p 
REPORTER WANTED 
Experienced newspaper reporter for a weekly 
newspaper wanted. Photographic skills required 
and preferably your own 35 mm camera equipment. 
Salary negotiable depending on experience. 
Send resume to: 
Michael Kelly 
Terrace Review 
4535 Craig Aven,e 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
or phone 
"1  635'7840 ~ *, .~j~ 
INSURANCE 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
General Office Clerk 
position available. 
Applicants must have 
accurate typing skills 
and enjoy working 
with the publ ic/  
Insurance knowledge 
would be an asset but 
is not a requirement. 
Please submit resume 
to: 
File 9 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1 
ili i i 
Energetic, Motivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
license and 2 years 
experience. Apply at: 
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
4624 Craig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8787 " I 
I T~ 
Shared accommodation available. 
House on quiet street In Thornhlll 
with washer and dryer. $1501month, 
utilities Included. Non-smoker. Call 
638-1345 evenings only. 12/21p 
Three bedroom: unfurnished home. 
Wood heat, 5 minutes from school In 
Horseshoe area. Available Ira- 
.mediately. $3951month. Call 
1.434,2910 after 6 p.m. 114p 
_~ = I i ,  I 
FOR LEASE 
Store  F ront  
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. f t .  
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, ! ,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
I 
FOR RENT 
1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
Laundry facilities & balconies 
¢r Two blocks from downtown 
/r Ren~ start at $340.00 
¢r References required 
Woodland Apartments 
t,15.3~12 or MS.52M 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally ~ located, clean, 
• quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. SpacioUs one 
bedroom units, l~undry 
facilities and parking. 
638.8398 ,r. 
]I 
' ~ . . . . . .  " CLASSIFIED • , - .  • 
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Speed Queen washer, $100, and 
Speed Queen dryer, $200. Phone 
635-5786 or leave message on 
answering machine. 12/9 
Electric corn popper, $8. Phone 
635-2859: 12/9 
Mad 2800 with 38 game cartridges. 
Askln'g $350. Phone 632-7615 any. 
time. - -  12/9 
18 cubic .foot deep freeze, $350. 
Phone 638-1377. 12/9 
r 
G.E. submersible sump pump 1" 
Natural gas range; Ha-rveet--goid, in 
good condltlon. Asking $300, Phone 
635-6908. 12/16 
A plea from =distraught lO-year.old 
boF A 21-Inch Apollo Sport lO-speed 
boy'sblcycle was stolen from the 
Woolw6rth's parking lot on Nov. 21 
at 4:30 p.m. Burgundy• In color. 
Reward offered.• Please phone 
635-7369. 12/14n0 
comes with hose, very officio nt. Ask- 
Ing $65. obo. Phone 632-2814. 12/9 150 reward offered-- lost from the 
Copper Mountain area, one medium- 
Utility trailer with canopy. Asking size orange tabby cat, nick In one 
$450. Phone 624-3937. 12/16 •ear, answers to the name Puddy. 
Tire chains for a full-size pick up; 
$50. One equalizer hitch, $50. :Phone 
635-2151. 12/16 
Moon gravity Inverted; paid $230. 
new. Asklng$100.'Phone 632-6425. 
12/16 
Matemlty clothes; assorted sizes, ex 
cond. Phone 638-7245. • 12116 
• Pinch.pleated drapes; like new, 
.multi brown tones; open weave look. 
75"x84,.  Asking $75. Phone 
627-7108. 12/16 
Royal Albert, Old Country Rose 
china, crystal punch 'bowl & 18 
glasses. Exquisite crystal stem- 
ware, & 4 framed picturers suitable 
for Ilvlngroom&rec .room. Phone 
638.0240 after 5 p.m. or weekends. 
• ' . ' .: 12/30 
N~spaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25; Phone635.7840. tfnp 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638.8398 or 
.635-4140. tfnc 
For sale .-- Fischer wood stove, 
$100. Call Chris at 635-2075. 12/7p 
Commodore printer DPS1101, Daisy 
wheel,good condition. Asking $250 
o.b.e. Phone635-3656.. 12/7p 
Beautiful arge bud coffee table with 
drlftwoOd:!egs. Asking $550. Phone 
635-2507. 11130p 
Danish 5.pleee sectional lounge 
suite. Neutral colour. $175 OBO. 
Available Immediately. Phone 
635-5271 after 6 p.m. 1/4 T rucks  : ,  
Must Selll ester kitchen center; 
brand new. Paid $598., Asking $300. 
Love seat; golden and brown tweed, 
like new, extra pillows. Asking $350. 
Coffee table & 2 endtables with 
solid brass handles. Asking $350/for 
set. Set of lamps; 2 large table & 1 
hanging, blue, new. Asking $2501for 
set. Phone 635-2580. 12/16 
Phone 638-8721. 11130nc 
Lost - -  blue wallet with red and 
yellow designs on It In the Terrace 
area. I.D. is needed badly. Please 
phone 635-7933. 12/7nc 
Boat For Sale 
1972 -- 24 ft. Sea Ray, 255 hp. Mere 
FWC, standup head, new •canvas 
and bottompalnt, complete with 15 
'hp. Johnston, VHF, CB, depth 
sounder, 2 anchors and trailer. 
Recent survey. Moorage at M.K. Bay 
Marina. Priced for quick sale at 
$9,500. Phone 632-5689 after 6 p.m. 
or 635.3178 during the day. 12/7p 
BW your husband a Hadey for 
Christmas. FXR 1340cc, Includes 
-loather saddlebags and factory  
maintenance manual. $7,000 firm. 
Phone 635.7840 and ask for Mark. 
tfnp 
WANTED: Dead or alive 1968.70 BSA 
650 Thunderbolt or Lightning for res- 
toratl.on project. Phone~639-9710. - 
+ 12/16 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635,5407 after 6 p.m. 
t fn¢  
I I I  
Manor  V i l l a  
Apartments 
now renting I & 2 bedroom 
suites. Phone 635-4503 
• evenings. 
I I 
Fender Stratocaster guitar, $400., 65 
watt out put amplifier, $400. Korg 
Drum Machine, $150. Yamaha por- 
table organ, $200. or $1150 for pack- 
age. Phone 624-4726, 12/2 
Piano for Sale only • $2,300. Phone 
635-3869. 1 2/9 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
i I i i  i i 
I ' One bedroom from: ' TWO bedro°ml fr°m:' i 
[ S325.rmont, [ [ '360 .,month] 
• Attractive, spacious, with storage room." 
: Colorerl, appliances and fixtures. 
Beautlfu'l cupboards, double stainless alnlts. 
I Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
• Laundry tacllltles. 
• Security enter-phones and dea(tbolts, 
• .Fully draped end co-ordinated to wlw" carpetal 
i i  Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. ~ 
• Ample parklng. 
• II Reterences required. "'-~ 
he: 635 5968 Pho . . . .  • " Im 
• • :•  i ¸ ; ~•  • • 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Inge. Fenced yard; pete and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time ordrop-ln available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Applications for Christmas hampers 
will be taken from Monday, Nov. 28 
to Friday, Dec. 2 and from Monday, 
Dec. 5 to Friday, Dec. 9 at The salve- 
ties Army, 4643 Welsh Avenue be- 
tween the hours of 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 
p.m. 12/7p 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make?Understanding all your •al-' 
ternatlves makes you really free to 
.choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltimat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
Kltimat SPCA is asking for dons. 
tions of Arts and Crafts -- items to 
be sold at Christmas Table, 
December 15 and 16. Drop off at 
shelter before or call 632-7373 for 
more information. 12/9 
Kltlmat SPCA 1989 memberships 
are now available for $5. Mall to Box 
53, Kltlmat or call 632-7373 for more 
information. 12/9 
BOWYER - -  Richard (Dick)passed 
away In Campbell River B.C. Nov. 2, 
1988 after a long Illness; at the age 
of 55. He will be sadly missed and 
lovingly remembered by his loving 
wife Nora; two sisters, Gladys 
Ayotte (Terrace, B.C.), Betty Ken- 
nedy (Nelson,~B,C,)and seven chil- 
dren: four daughters, Brenda Ruko 
and husband AI (Terrace); Llnda Doll 
and husband Ken (Kelowna); Gayle 
Maronay and husband Mike (Ter- 
race); Maryrose Nixon and husband 
WIlly (Campbell River): three sons: 
Gary Bowyer (Campbell River); Bill 
Bowyer (Terrace); Bob Bowyer 
(Campbell River): four grand- 
daughters: Kerrl, Angels and Shahs 
Maroney; Cathy Doll: five grand- 
sons: Jamle and 8hawn Goodwln; 
Chris and Kenny Doll; Mathew 
Maronay. 11130p 
HOGG "-- Crystal Lynne, born 
September 21, 1971 at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, died tragically 
November 11, 1988. Crystal was a 
young and caring soul with a whole 
lifetime ahead of her when she was 
trsglcally taken from us. Crystal Is 
survived and sadly missed by her 
mother Gloria and father Wilfred, 
brother Ken and family, sister 
Darcay and family, grandparents 
Mauritz and Irene Hofflin and many 
relatives and friends. 
A very .sincere and special thank 
you goes out to all our friends who 
so boldly came forward In our great- 
est time Of need. 
May you rest In peace. We'll love 
you always. 
"Remembrance Is e golden chain 
Death tries to break but all in vain 
To have, to love and then to part 
Is the greatest sorrow of our hearts. 
The years may wipe out many things 
But this they wipe out never 
The memory of those happy days 
When we were all together." 
With loving memory. 
Your father, mother, family 
end many, many friends. 
Large lot for sale on east side of 
Kenney, Just south of Agar, $12,000 
o.b.e. Phone 635-7421. 114p 
In Thomhlll, gas heated, 3-bedroom 
house, .with large storage room, 
garage, frldge, stove, built-in 
dishwasher, hook-up for washer and 
dryer, fenced In yard with large 
garden, on a dead end street. Newly 
renovated. Have to be seen to be ap- 
preciated. $40,000 OBO. Available 
January 1, 1989. For more Informa- 
tion, call 635-2158. 12/7p 
i , , 
For Sale by Owner 
1,100 sq. ft. 3-bedroom home. 
Recently refurbished. 5 blocks to 
hospital and grade school. 2 blocks 
to corner store/laundromat. Quiet 
street by Rotary Ball Park and kids 
park. Fenced back yard with garden 
and 3 fruit trees. New'roof and gut- 
ters. New kitchen cupboards - -  
basically all new throughout 
u pstalrs. Unfl nlshed basement with 
lots of potential for rec room or 
basement suite. Natural gas heat 
and water. Excellent airtight 
woodstove. Must be seen. Call Chris 
at 635-2075. Asking $58,888.88, 
because It sounds less than $60,000. 
12/7p 
Good winter bush beater, i978 GMC 
%-ton V8 automatic. Rusty but in 
good running condition. $500. Phone 
638-0702. 114p 
1979 Bronco XLT; natural gas con- 
version, 351, ps, pb, standard, all 
season radials. Asking $5,500 obo. 
Phone 632-7044. 12/16 
Chrome mirrors complete with arms 
and braces to fit a pick up -- size 
6"x11". One grill for a 1979 Dodge 
4x4; new condition. Phone 635-2859. 
12/9 
151/, ' Vanguard travel trailer; sleeps 
6; ex cond, many extras. Asking 
$3,000 obo. Phone 624-3999. 12/16 
Old antique office desk. Blond in 
color (oak), with or without swivel 
chair. Phone 632-4259. 12/16 
Norsfleld's Harness & Leather Re. 
pair. New location: Riverside Street, 
Telkwa, B.C. Custom made leather 
goods. 4 weeks delivery on all 
orders. Phone 846-5284. tfn 
m. 
Size 12 ladles ski suit & cross coun- 
try suit, each $35. Ladles Dynafit ski 
boots, size 81/2. Asking $30. Phone 
632-6425. 12/16 
One pair ladles' Koslach downhill 
ski boots, size 71/2. Asking $30, 
~- Phone 635-6367. • • 1 2 / 1 ~  
' , . .  
Lomak Transportation Corp. would 
like to thank all those who applied - 
for the position of part-time office 
clerk. The position has now been 
filled. 11130c 
NOTICE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT Marwyn 
Truck Sales Ltd. intends to file 
Articles of Diss01utionpursuant 
to Section 204 of the Canada 
Business Corporations Act. 
Dated the 1st day of November, 
1988. 
E. Albrechtas, 
..' Director. 
11/30c 
. . . . . .  I 
BLANKET 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
1984 GMC s/4-ton 4x4, auto. 
transmission, new paint and rims. 
Excellent condition. Asking $9,000 
OBO. Phone 635-4832. 12/21p 
Save your new vehicle. Drive this 
1974 Courier In the salt and slush. 
Good running condition, but rusty 
body. $450. Phone 638-0702. 114p 
Call The Terrace 
Reviewat 
635-7840 
, , • . .  
,k Christmas Parties -k 
• ,  Weddings,  
, Banquets -k 
-k Service Club Activit ies, 
Ideal for groups of 50-  80 
Call early to book the 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
for your preferred date. 
3525 Golf Course Road 
635-2542, 
." Food Service 
,., Dance Floor 
Bar Service 
. ,  Music Available 
(on request) ; 
B 
I 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
• Terrace Dlstrlct, 5220 Kelth 
Avenue, of Brltleh Golumbla 
Hydro and Power Authorlty, re- 
quests Offers from contractors 
Interested In performance of 
supply and Installation of energy 
efficient floure=ment lighting at 
the Terrace building. 
Such offers will be received 
unt i l  11:00 a.m., 2nd of 
December, 1988. 
To obta in  the requi red 
documents, please direct in -  
quiries to: 
Mr. Bob Sebaatlano, 
,5~0 Kelth Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5 
Under reference to local work 
contract number E704-003• .t300 
Too Late To Classify . . . .  
and others having ag 
Estate of • Harold Simpson Massle also 
known as Harold Massle, deceased, 
who died on January 3, 1988 at Terrace, 
B.C. are hereby required to send them 
to the undersigned Administrator at 
#100 - 304 Martin Street, Penticton, 
British Columbia, V2A 5K4 before the 
29th day of December, .1988 after which 
date the Administrator will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard to the claims of. 
which it has notice. 
Frederick McRae Massle, Administratoi 
of the Estate of Harold Simpson Massle. 
also known as Harold Massie, Deceased 
BY: DOUGLAS N. ANDERSON, 
Barrister & Solicitor, 
//100 - 304 Martin Street, 
Penticton, B.C., V2A 5K4 11/3o¢ 
POSITION VACANCY 
CLERK IV COMPUTING SERVICES 
Northwest Community College has an immediate 
opening for a full-time permanent Clerk IV in its Com- 
puting Services Department. 
• The successful candidate will, under the supervision of 
the Systems Mdnager, providecomputer operat!on=an.d_ 
d=to  ent ry  ouppor t  to:the~ aOmln l~t ra t lve  aata process- 
ing and computing services functions• Weekend and 
flexible work hours will be required. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Education: Secondary School graduation with ad- 
ditional training in business office pro- 
cedures and basic computer operation 
or any equivalent combination of work, 
education experience. 
Skills: The ability to relate well with other 
staff members, to work with a mini- 
mum of supervision and to possess a 
good knowledge of clerical and office 
procedures as well as respect for con- 
fidentiality of information. 
Experience: A •minimum of fouryears of clerical 
experience and the ability to do Key 
Entry at the College standard of 10,000 
key strokes per hour. 
The College offers a comprehensive fringe benefit 
package, the position is subject to the terms and con- 
ditions of the B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. The 
salary is $2,111.00 per month. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
K.T. Nelson, 
Systems Manager, 
Northwest Communlty College, 
5331 McConnell Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C2 
Closing date for Applications --  December 6, 1988. 
N ice guys "- - ' -  continued from page 3 
for the company which .depletes 
its coffers and diverts its 
resources from efforts destined 
to survive and to produce a 
pro f~.  ' '  
While his talk seemed tO be 
directed primarily to big busi- 
ness, Shultz says that the whole 
concept of good corporate thics 
is just as relevant o small local 
businessmen as it is to the largest 
international corporation. Every 
oecmo , from firing or laying 
Off employees to local advertis- 
Ing, needs to be in balance in 
order to be fair and honest. 
:: For this reason, Shultz lists 
five•, questions, that everyone 
~k/ r l~  a decismn Should ask. 
(1)".is or could anyone be 
adversely affected? If the answer 
is "no" ,  then there are no 
ethical issues and the other four 
questions can be ignored. But if 
the answer is "yes"  or even 
g g 
vandals 
-While not overly costly at first 
glance, losses caused by van- 
dalism of B.C. Hydro transmis- 
sion lines can be phenomenal. 
Hydro's north Coast transmis- 
sion supervisor,Nick Stevenson, 
stated at a Tart|ice press con- 
ference last week that every year 
insulators are "ShOt out', of 
main transmissionlines, causing 
power outages. The insulator •is 
relatively inexpensive, but  the 
power outage is where the real 
cost, and possibly• danger to 
public safety, exists. 
Stevenson said he doesn't 
believe anyone really Shoots at 
the insulators to cause anY 
damage or harm. He says that 
it's more likely that they're 
bored, and without any rational 
thought, just pick out what they 
think is a good target tO 
demonstrate heir skill. 
This seemingly innocent act 
however, can have devastating 
results. The cost to industry can 
be "phenomenal" says Steven- 
son, and there is a real danger 
for people in their own home - -  
~omeone-on  dialyais fo r  exam-  
pie, the elderly, children.., the 
list goes on. If the act of van- 
dalism causes an energized line 
to •come down, there could be a 
four questions. (2) Am I doing 
the very best that I can for that 
person? (3) If that person had all 
the facts that I have, would that 
person agree with me in the ac- 
tion I am taking? (4) Could I tell 
my children about this action 
and should they use it as a model 
for solving an identical prob- 
lem7 And finally, (5) Will this 
action seem to be as necessary a
year from now? .. 
,FOR IN 
POSt 
I 
POWE 
PLE  
NEAREST POLICE 
: . HVDI  OFFIaE 
OR PHONE. COLLECT TO: 
SECUFUTV. INV'=STIGATK SSEC'hON 
TELEPHONE VANCOUVER 685.+g731 
loss of life --•perhaps that of the 
vandal himself. 
In addition •there is the incon- 
venience to innocent home- 
owners sitting in their own 
homes... A cold candlelit super 
in front of-a blank TV screen. 
while they run the highlights of 
lastweek's game through their 
minds. 
The bottom line, for the 
Bob Jackman 
continued from page 4 
parentiy devastated that they 
'didn't get a picture. Enquiring 
minds want to know about 
these things. 
Congratulations go out to 
Jim Fulton, who must be 
breathing easier after his nar- 
row federal election victory in 
Skeena. Do you think there'll 
be a recount? 
hunter who becomes bored and 
feels an urge to show off, is the 
cost they could pay with their 
own time. B.C. Hydro offers a 
$2,500 reward for information 
leading to the arrest and convic- 
tion of the vandal - -  a good in- 
centive for anyone present. And 
if a judge decides the vandalism 
created adangfr to human life.. 
it could mean jail - -  for life. ,, 
Conflict of interest is always 
an interesting area for discus- 
sion when we talk about 
municipal politics. It will be in- 
teresting to watch the new 
Aldermen, particularly on 
issues like the mall develop- 
ment and Christy Park. As for 
me, I have less in the bank 
than I had when I first ran for 
Council, and am waiting for 
my tax refund in April of next 
year to pay the back taxes on 
last year's Council stipend. To 
I I I I 
the credit,oflthe bUsiness corn- 
"maybe" - -  then you must put munity in Terrace, I can 
the issue to the test of the other honestly say I was never once 
approached to do anything that 
remotely resembled graft or 
corruption, and neither I nor 
my family have benefitted from 
any zoning changes or other in- 
side information. Some issues 
involved considerable obbying, 
and that's acceptable, but we 
always seemed to find common 
ground or agreed to disagree, 
based on the issue itself, I 
think that's great! 
Behind the  horn 
It can now be said - -  a vote 
for the Rhinoceros Party would 
have meant something. Even 
Richard the Troll isn't sure 
what, but it could have been 
open to your own interpreta- 
tion. 
The obvious media manipu- 
lation during the election will 
be looked upon with shame 
when historians record the 
story of the 80's. Despite being 
totally ignored, Richard the 
Troll placed fourth out of 10 
candidates in his riding, with 
4,200 votes. The Rhinos picked 
up !00,000 across Canada. 
An ardent Catholic, •Richard 
would have appointed a Pope 
as leader of the Senate. The 
good news is - -  it's Carols 
Pope, and instead of  Free 
Trade we would have had 
Rough Trade - -  an excellent 
rock 'n' roll band out of 
Toronto fronted by the 
aforesaid Pope. C+hallenge Our 
• cultural identity, Mr. Bush? 
Hardlyl 
Fourthl Ahead of the 
Greensl Ahead of Christian 
Heritage! Ahead of the Reform 
Partyl Don Buckland, eat your 
heart out! 
Of course, Richard the Troll 
had the Greens on environ- 
mental issues - -he  stood firm- 
ly for abolishing the environ- 
ment completely, because it
was too big and too hard to 
keep clean. To beat the CHP, 
Richard only had to remind us 
of the Crusades, the Inquisi- 
tion, and the Vatican Bank's 
redundant employee policy - -  
fine examples of the Church as 
moderating influence in our so- 
ciety. And presenting Reform 
School as an alternative to the 
Reform Party - -  a stroke of 
genius! 
Finally, on the evening after 
the election, BCTV gives us a 
gfimpse of the man who could 
be king. His bearing exudes 
"Don't Worry, Be Happy". 
The man is a Prince, though 
not quite a Springsteen. Rising 
at the crack of noon, Richard 
loaded his stove with firewood 
and set off for the polls. You 
know this guy won't blow $20 
billion on submarines - - maybe 
$5,000,000 for the sandwiches 
and the rest in beer. The only 
mushroom cloud Richard wants 
comes from his camping trips 
to the Charlottes. 
If Richard had been elected 
in 1984, and eliminated time 
zones like he planned, we could 
have tuned in at 8:00 p.m. on 
election night and watched the 
poll-by,poll results for John 
Crosbie (a closet Rhino) in 
Newfoundland and Svend 
Robinson (an out-of-the-closet 
Rhino) at the same time. 
What if we'd had a credible 
Rhino candidate in Skeena? 
Well, a slight shift in the voting 
patterns, say 8,000 from Fulton 
and six or seven from Halvor- 
son.,, who can say? 
Gored your sacred cow yet? 
Stay tuned, Next week we get,..~:. 
ser ious i  . . . .  
, ~:,:,%.~, q { 
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Chem spill / ical 
"fl sh u es  sch.ool 
An accidental bromine spill cardboard box in a place nor- 
m a school chemistry lab caus- really inaccessible to students. 
ed the evacuation of the north But,  he says, one curious stu- 
wing of Skeena Junior Secon- dent managed to get into the 
dary School last Tuesday after- area, lift the cardboard box 
noon, but the ~ situation was allowing the glass tube to slide 
handled quickly and efficientl.y out Of the box and fall to the 
by  school staff according to floor. One witness aid that 
Assistant Fire Chief Per when the tube broke, the liquid 
Halvorsen. bromine turned into a cloud of 
Halvorsen says school staff orange vapor that was irritating 
"did "all the right things i' when to the eyes, nose and mouth. 
the spill occurred, shortly after 
3 p!m., by immediately evacu, Straker commended both the 
ating the wing, calling the fire school staff and the firedepart- 
department and applying yen- ment. He says that he was im- 
tilation to the spill. He adds pressed with the fire depart- 
that the potential for in jury,  ment's knowledge and work 
was high - -  gaseous bromine is and their concern in insuring 
more dangerous than chlorine, that there were no harmful 
School principal Geoff chemicals remaining after the 
Straker said the spill occurred spill. Halvorsen says that the 
during a lab demonstration. He spill was cleaned up in about 
says a glass tube containing liq- half an hour using a neutralizer 
uid bromine was stored in a supplied by the school. 
TERRACE --Peter Martinson 
of Bornite MoUntain Taxidermy 
• made anothei" plea for a com- 
promise in the Kermode 'bear 
situation, but he will have ,to 
walt a while to see if he Was suc- 
cessful' City council adopted the 
recommendations of the Finance 
Committee and the city will 
write a letter describing their 
i part in the present circumstance 
and take steps to see that a 
similar situation doesn't re, 
OCCUI'. 
In response to Martinson's 
most recent presentat ion • 
• however, council has decided to 
send the matter back to the 
Finance Committee, who will 
Awards open 
The Terrace representative for
the B.C. Youth Advisory Coun- 
cil, Tina Thomas, announced 
last week that theCouncil is now 
accepting nominations for its 
Awards of Recognition pro- 
gram. 
The awards are intended to 
honor people who have taken a 
special interest in the youth of 
their communities and have 
committed time and effort to 
help young people develop as 
good citizens and individuals. 
Anyone in the Terrace area 
Who wants to enter a nomina- 
tion is invited to send the nomi- 
nee's name, address and tele- 
phone number, along with an 
explanation of the individual's 
commitment to youth and the 
effect of that commitment, o: 
Tina Thomas 
4021 Benner St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Bl 
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The Fire Safety House project just keeps a-building, and the latest bit of construction aid 
came Monday with a $500 donation from Paragon Insurance. The cheque was presented by 
Paragon's Derek Francis to Ray Tremblay, representing Terrace Firefighters. Tremblay said 
the steel undercarriage of the mobile fire education tool is currently being assembled by 
vocational students at Northwest Community College, and framing on the walls should 
begin Soon. 
Another chapter in Kermc de saga 
meet with Martinson and Roger 
Britton to see if an arrangement 
can't be made where the two 
taxidermists can share the credit 
for the donation to the city. In 
the meantime, council has plac- 
ed the future of the bear on. hold 
by asking Britton to stop work 
on the bear once it is tanned. 
In frustration, alderman Ruth 
Halleck wondered aloud if it 
may just be better to give th6 
donated bear back. She said that 
it might be better if the city were 
. . . . . . .  Bdtish Columbia 
College of Teachers 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING 
The 1988 AnnuaiMeetlng will be held at 1:00 p.m. on 
Saturday, December 10, 1988 at Churchill Secondary 
School, 7055 Heather Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
• The purpose of the meeting is to receive reports on 
the operation of the College and provide an oppor- 
tunity to obtain information about the College of 
Teachers. 11130c 
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. I onsered  Super 670 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights! 
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER' 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 538 --  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 
513OA HIGHWAY 16 WEST 635-7383 
to pay Britton's costs to date, 
wait. for another bear to be 
donated and then start all over 
-from scratch. The  committee 
meeting is expected to take place 
in December or:early January. 
0~ ~orse  ~s'~c  C~,,. Co~ics 
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• Knitt ing.  r,~nmg .. News 
Wrestling ~0,oo Fashi_on 
~X,~x~ " . . Computers-We~ghthftlng 
Automotive. Running 
. Childre , C~ ~'s 
Buyers' Grades . ~ s 
ttl,p i HomePlans 
Magazines 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C.: 
Telephone 635-4428 
Monday to Friday - -  9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday -- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
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CELLULOSE INC, 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
is interested in purchasing 
sawlogs. Contact Earl Ellis. 
635.6550 at work 
635.4072 at home 
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635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Saturday and Holidays Sunday 
9 A.M. to 11 P.M. 11 A.M. to 11 P.M. 
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The__ Winter SO!oSt!¢ e : j l  : • ' I certai y pe a e weather fo r  t ~ ~th i 
observing is better this month than it , ,  
:., ~:~: ; 
~..;.-,.~ 
was during November. While I enjoy 
reading about astronomy, I find that a 
few clear nights really help me to keep 
track of the changes that occur in the 
sky from week to week, and there really 
weren't many opportunities for this last 
month. On the few occasions when it 
by Allen was possible to see stars, they were a 
Wooffon very welcome sight. 
The winter solstice occurs at 7:28 a.m.i 
on December 21 this year. This is the time when the Sun appears 
as' far  south  as possible, and fo r  us in  Terrace ~e day is',the: ' , 
shortest of the year. Because the Sun is furthest to the S0uth, this .. , 
day is also the southern hemisphere summer solstice and the 
longest day of their year. Regardless of which hemisphere is be- 
ing considered, the length of day changes most rapidly around 
the time of the equinoxes (about September 21 and March 21) 
and is slowest at the solstices (about June 21 and December 21). 
The times of these equinoxes and solstices et.our calendar --  
if they shifted gradually from year to year then eventually the 
Winter solstice would no longer occur in December. Instead it 
would gradually move into January, and then aftei about 120 
years February, and so on. The reason for this shift is that the 
year isn't an even number of days but instead 365 ¼, and this ex- 
tra one quarter day means that if a year begins at midnight on a 
particular day, the next year will begin on the same date but one 
quarter day later. After four years the year will begin a day later 
than it did on the first year. This is the reason for leap years. In 
these years the extra day is inserted so that the beginning of'the 
year shifts back to its original starting date.- 
The fact that the calendar had to be reset has been known for 
centuries. Our present Gregorian calendar, for example, has been 
in operation for about 400 years, and the Julian calendar that 
preceeded it (and is the same in principle, just a little less ac- 
curate) was introduced at the time of Julius Caesar. Even before 
that, ~anc~tronomers~knew that the.year.was.notaneven 
~u~b'e~of d~s, and it iSthougl~t that some of the ancient 
astronomical monuments were used for the purpose of resetting 
ancient calendars. Stonehenge, in England, is probably the most 
famous of these monuments and the possibility of its use for this 
purpose has been well documented. 
If the weather co-operates you can Check the date of the winter 
solstice yourself. To do this you need nothing more complicated 
than a stick, although a sheet of paper may be helpful too. If 
you place the stick upright in the ground at a location where it 
won't be disturbed, yon can mark the length of the shadow at 
different times of the day over a period of several days, The 
shadow will be shortest at noon on any day, but the length of the 
shortest shadow will vary from day to day. On the date of the 
winter solstice the noon shadow will be the longest of any 
(because the Sun is furthest south), though it Will still be the 
Shortest shadow of that day. If you have a paper around your 
stick then you can mark the positions of the shadow on the days 
near the winter solstice. In this way you can verify the December 
21st date of the winter solstice. 
There is one difficulty in using this method for finding the date 
of the solstice (other than the need for good weather, that is). 
This difficulty is that the change in south position of the Sun at 
noon is smallest at the solstices -- this is the same reason that the 
change in the length of the day is so slight at these times. For this 
reason the length of the shadow at noon doesn't change very 
much at all for the few days around the solstice, so if you try this 
experiment you must measure the shadow length carefully. 
A sunOial shadow can be used in the same way as that of a stick. 
This month there are several planets that are well positioned 
for observation. Though it is not nearly as bright as it was in 
September and October, Mars will still be easy to observe because 
it is high in the southeast ky in the early evening and it sets after 
midnight, 
Jupiter will rise in the east at about sunset. Jupiter is fun to 
look at because there is always something interesting happening 
on or around this planet. With a small telescope you can see light 
and dark bands on its surface, and even with binoculars you can 
see the four largest of Jupiter's moons. If you watch them over a 
period of one or two hours, you will even see changes in their 
positions. Jupiter is very well positioned for observations during 
December. 
Venus will be in the southeast just before sunrise during the 
first part of December. It is moving closer to the Sun however, 
and it won't be visible in the latter part of the mouth. 
The Terrace Astronomical Society will be meeting on Tuesday, 
December 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library. If you 
are interested in learning more about astronomy, or if you 
already know a lot and would like to share your knowledge with 
others, you are most welcome. If the weather is clear, telescopes 
will be set up near the library after our meeting. As well, the 
Astronomical Society provides the opportunity for you to look 
through telescopes every clear Tuesday night from 8 to 9:30 p.m. 
The telescopes are set up near the public library at these times. 
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NP-3225 
;e t l l l  
NP-454Q.RDF 
o ahead and take a bi(e. ~- ; 
Call your Canon dealer and ask to see the new 
NP-3000 Series of NP.4(X)O Series copier. Together 
you can build a complete copying system to match 
your needs. From a 27 cow per minute NP-3000 
Sedes copier with dual C~lour copying capability to 
a fully loaded 40 cow per minute N P-4000 Series 
copier with 50-150% zoom reduction/enlargement 
automatic duplexing;50 bins of sorting and morel 
Consult your Canon sales representative to determine the best copying 
system for your Office. Then simplydividethe price by 36 and that's your 
mnnthlv n~mDnt*. Vntl will p.ninv into.m~.fm.p, finnnninn nnd ~p. comfort 
 anon 
: ,7 .  . , 
IACHINES 
tENUE 
I V8G 1P8 
604/638-8585 
* E~udlno provincial sales tax whe.re applicable, Based on_a.~ month le,aseon approv~J .cr~..it. Offer not 
valid if u,~d in conjun~on with omer oealer programs, I-uu mum avallaole ~rn paruclpating oealem. 
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